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Welcome to Tannhäuser, a tactical board game that uses the innovative 
Pathfinding system.

What’s the Pathfinding system?

The Pathfinding system is a game mechanic that uses special aerial-
view game maps. Each map is made up of “Paths” – groups of adjacent 
circles marked with the same color – that show both where characters 
can move and what they can see.

What’s Tannhäuser?

Tannhäuser is above all a game, and its main objective is to allow players 
to have a good time.

But Tannhäuser is also a game line. It evolves over time, regularly 
introducing new supplements and expansions with new characters, 
game boards, missions, ranks, medals, and weapons. Over time, you’ll 
explore and develop new strategies by customizing your heroes, taking 
into account your opponents’ playing styles, and tailoring your own 
team of characters for optimum performance on dangerous and 
diverse missions.

Each Tannhäuser supplement is designed to be completely compatible 
with the rest of the line, so components from future expansions will be 
compatible with previously released options, and existing components 
will be playable with future releases. This tremendous versatility will 
keep the line fresh and interesting.

What’s more, as new expansions appear, you’ll learn more and more 
about the mysteries and secrets woven into the Tannhäuser universe. 
Little by little, you’ll learn everything there is to know… or at least, 
everything your government thinks you need to know.

When does Tannhäuser take place?

Have you ever asked yourself, “What if that had never happened?” or 
“If things had been different, where would we be today?” Each of those 
questions is the beginning of u-chronic reality, where a single grain of 
sand stolen from a dune of history has set other grains sliding. Before 
you know it you find yourself buried, swimming through a historically 
parallel universe so close to our own that it troubles the mind, yet so 
far away that it captures the imagination. 

Tannhäuser takes place in just such a u-chronic universe.

In Tannhäuser, it is 1949, and World War I never ended. Over the last 35 
years, neither great power – the Union nor the Reich – has managed 
to tip the precarious balance of power far enough to claim victory. But 
now, darker allies are being awoken and ancient secrets of warfare, 
long forgotten, are poised to burst onto the battlefield. In the heart 
of Central Europe, the secular crypts that hide the Obscura Cardinal 
Cornerstones have just been discovered. 

The end is near, and this is just the beginning…

FANTASY FLIGHT
GAMES
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For more information about Tannhäuser, visit Fantasy Flight Games on the world wide web:
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� INTRODUCTION
Department of War and the United EffortSub-Secretary of Defense of the Territories of the Union
Undisclosed location near Washington, D.C.October 8th, 1949, 35th year of the Great War Effort
Minutes of the S.H.U.E.F. Committee Meeting

SPEAKER:   Lieutenant General George S. PattonSUBJECT:   Operation Tannhäuser

 You may be seated!

Gentlemen, 

This emergency meeting, at such an early hour, concerns once again the alarming activities of the Reich and its Obscura Korps. Their discovery less than three weeks ago of an occult relic on the island of Patmos in the Aegean Sea may be paving a road to horror. 
Professor Hans Kamler and the 13th Occult Division had begun an archaeological dig in 1943. At the time, our Department of Intelligence saw no immediate threat, especially when considering the then-imminent danger of the 5th paranormal column incursions led by Countess Krankenshwarz in the region of Deadland. Those infamous attacks in New Louisiana occurred during the same period.
Nevertheless, five weeks ago, a necropolis was discovered on the northern peninsula of the island. Marquis General Hermann Von Heïzinger immediately left his fortress on Dinu Hill and arrived on site to take control of the dig zone and place it under special military administration. Might I remind you that in 1925 Heïzinger’s occult gifts helped him unearth a part of the Corpus Hermeticum, the discovery that encouraged the Reich to launch their esoteric investigation program with the goal of unearthing and controlling the Axis Mundi.
One of our special agents in the Oriental Mediterranean Basin was able to get close enough to the Patmos site to confirm Heïzinger’s suspicious activity. Apparently, the ancient corpses of several Knights of St. John of Jerusalem, which some of you might better know as the Knights of Malta, were discovered in one of the tombs. Their presence is a troubling and dangerous affair, and we already know that one of them was found wearing a mysterious amulet. The first date estimation, of 4500 BC, was performed by Hans Kamler himself. If it is correct, this amulet would have been made over 1,000 years prior to the Flood.

Even though we do not yet know its true nature or its potential occult power, it seems to surpass Heïzinger’s greatest expectations. The reason for its presence, or should I say imprisonment, within the necropolis is still unknown to us. Because of the considerable security, it was impossible for our agent, Diana Lexter, to learn more.
A few days later, the Kaiser himself, under “recommendation” of the Reichdoktor Hass Horbringer, the ultra-powerful head of the Obscura Korps, ordered departure for the forest region of Ksiaz in Poland. Heïzinger and Professor Kamler obeyed, and immediately thereafter, a large part of the archeological expedition left Patmos in a tremendous hurry. Several dozen crates were loaded onto the battleship zeppelin Wagners. Their destination: the military base of Wroclaw in Central Europe. That is where we lost their trail, seven days ago.
Gentlemen, this is an important moment! It is obvious that Heïzinger has found in the Patmos Amulet an extremely powerful artifact. All of the information that I am now giving you has been transmitted to our honorable Templar Cardinal di Valenccio, the head of the Curie Information Services. If the fears of the Vatican Cathedral Forces are correct, the Reich is about to discover one of the four Obscura Cardinal Cornerstones, portals that protect our planet from Hell itself. The entire Union -- dare I say all of humanity -- could well be at the brink of extermination.

It is now imperative to put an end to Heïzinger’s activities and stop him from opening those anti-demonic bastions. We must act quickly and with all necessary force. Only the 42nd Marine Special Forces will be able to intervene that far behind enemy lines, especially on such a sensitive mission. The commandos will be dropped into the theater of operations in exactly 16 hours, with their main objective being to locate and eliminate Heïzinger. They are then to locate and destroy the Obscura Cardinal Cornerstone, then return to our relay base in Norwich. A B-29E is currently being prepared at our base in Portland, Maine. 
The code name of this operation is Tannhäuser.

Gentlemen, once again our destiny will be decided by a handful of men. I’m counting on you to give them all the support and backup they need. You can start with your prayers! May God protect them!

 George S. Patton
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I. Introduction

You hold in your hands the instruction manual to Tannhäuser. This book 
will familiarize you with the universe and its rules so that you and 
your friends can start having fun as quickly as possible.

The most important game terms are written in green when they first 
appear in this manual, and this also indicates that you will find them in 
the glossary at the end of the book on page 47. 

A word or phrase written in red indicates an essential part of the rules 
that ought to be learned by heart.

Throughout these pages you will also find Memos. These highlight 
important points in the rules.

A. The Character Sheets

In Tannhäuser, you control two types of characters: Heroes, who are 
emblematic figures leading your nation’s armies, and Troopers, who 
represent your country’s courageous footsoldiers. Heroes are easy 
to recognize because they have full names on their character sheets, 
while Trooper characters are named only by their military rank.

Miniatures are used to represent these characters, and allow you to 
move them across the game board.

Character Sheets are used to track your characters’ characteristics, 
and all the necessary game information for each character can be 
found on each sheet. You will also place the Equipment Tokens that 
each character carries on his Character Sheet.

1
2

3 4

5

6

7

8

1 Illustration
A graphical representation of the character (though the equipment 
portrayed is not necessarily the equipment the character possesses).

2 Characteristic Labels
The characteristics are (from left to right) Combat, Stamina, Mental, 
and Movement. Each label corresponds to a column in the grid below.

3 Characteristic Values
The rows in the grid give decreasing Values for each characteristic as 
the character’s health degrades.

4 Health Indicator Position
The area where the Health Indicator Token is placed. The Token’s orien-
tation at any given time indicates the wound level of the character and 
marks the corresponding characteristic values.

5 Affiliation Symbols
These military stamps indicate with which units the character may be 
played.

6 Skills
The skills and talents that the character possesses.

7 Equipment Slots 
These spaces are reserved for Equipment Tokens.

8 Name, Serial Number, and Incorporation
This information indicates the name (for Heroes) or rank (for Troop-
ers), the serial number, and the first appearance of the character in the 
Tannhäuser game line.
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Heroes can chose among standard Combat, Stamina, and Mental Packs. 
Troopers can only choose between a Combat Pack or a Stamina Pack. 

Side A Side B

Side A Side B

1. What are Characteristics?

Each character has four characteristics:

Combat: Represents the character’s fighting skills, both ranged 
with firearms and up close with hand-to-hand weapons.

Stamina: Represents the character’s endurance, coordination, and 
resistance to pain.

Mental: Represents all of the character’s intellectual capacities, 
including his IQ, willpower, extra-sensory capacity, and ability to 
control fear.

Movement: Indicates the character’s speed and quickness, 
represented directly as the number of movement points that the 
character may use in a Turn.

2.   What is a Value? 

The term Value indicates the numeric value of a characteristic.

Example: The first Movement Value for John is 7, the second is 6, the 
third is 5, and the last is 4.

B.  Game Tokens 

Tannhäuser uses tokens to represent various objectives, equipment, and 
Skills. This section identifies and defines them.

1.   How do I use a Health Indicator Token? 

At the beginning of each game, place a Health Indicator Token on 
its reserved spot on each character sheet. Point it at the top row. 
Whenever characters are wounded, their overall health deteriorates 
and their characteristic Values decrease. A wounded character is no 
longer in tip-top condition.

With each wound, move the Health Indicator down a notch to update 
the new characteristic Values. The Values in the new row become the 
character’s Current Values.

In the example at the top of the next column, John MacNeal has been 
wounded twice and his Health Indicator Token has been moved down 
two rows. His Current Values are 5 (Combat), 4 (Stamina), 4 (Mental), 
and 5 (Movement). 

2.  What is an Equipment Token? 

Several predetermined standard equipment sets are at the character’s 
disposal. They are called Packs. Each standard Pack is composed of 
three pieces of standard-issue equipment. Players can also choose to 
customize their equipment Packs (see page 16 for more information). 
One of the most interesting parts of Tannhäuser is customizing your 
team to match your style of play. You’ll never have to choose the same 
equipment twice for a character, because there is a tremendous array 
of possibilities. You’ll have fun trying to optimize your equipment for 
each situation.

3.   What is a Disposable Equipment Token?

Certain equipment is Disposable and can be given, traded, or simply 
dropped on to the game board whenever a character wants to get rid 
of it. When a character is killed, his Disposable Equipment is dropped 
automatically. You can recognize Disposable Equipment by the hashed 
line that surrounds the outer border of the token on Side A.

3.   What are Equipment Slots used for?

Equipment Slots are where Equipment Tokens are placed, to indicate 
what is ready to be used. Equipment Slots can contain both physical 
items, such as weapons and ammunition, and intangible items, such as 
military ranks and special capabilities.

MEMO
The advantage of the Health Indicator is that it 

simplifies calculating wound effects. It also means 

you can throw away your scribble paper 
and pencils. 

You won’t need them to keep track of hit 
points and 

equipment, because all the information you
 need is 

updated directly on your Tannhäuser Char
acter Sheet.
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4.   What is a Campaign Date? 

Certain Equipment Tokens have Campaign Dates written on them, 
which indicates that they belong to a Special Pack.  To learn more, 
check out our website on a regular basis:

www.fantasyflightgames.com/tannhauser.html

There, you’ll find details on how to acquire and how to use these 
particularly rare Packs.

5.   What is a Victory Point Counter Token? 

Each player possesses 5 Victory Point Counter Tokens. They are used 
to keep track of the total of the number of Victory Points a player has 
at any given moment during the game.

8.   What is a Flag Token?

Flag Tokens are used in the Capture the Flag and Domination Game 
Modes. Each army has its own flag.

Side A Side B

7.   What is an Objective Token?

Objective Tokens represent missions that the characters must 
complete when players are using Story Mode. There are Main 
Objectives (with a golden border) and Secondary Objectives (with 
a silver border). A character must possess two required Skills in 
order to complete a Main Objective, but only one required Skill to 
complete a Secondary Objective.

Side A Side A

The larger of the two Skill icons on a Main Objective Token is 
called the Objective Category. It also indicates on which circle the 
token should placed, on the game board.

Each Objective Token is specific to a given army or Unit. Side B of 
each Objective Token lists its Affiliation Symbol.

Side B Side B

9.   What is a Victory Point Token?

Some Game Modes let players earn Victory Points. They are added to 
a player’s running total, and can also be spent at important tactical 
moments.

Side A Side B

Side ASide A

Side A Side B

6.   What is a Crate Token?

Crate Tokens are placed on the game board directly on the Action 
Circles. These Crates represent things that might be discovered by a 
character searching a desk, filing cabinet, or other hiding place. Crates 
contain things like valuable equipment or Victory Points.
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Certain circles are made up of several colors, which indicates that they 
are part of several different Paths. For example, a circle that contains 
three colors belongs to three Paths. This often occurs in strategic 
locations, such as doorways between rooms and intersections in 
hallways.

The red-and-grey Pathfinding circles are part 
of both the red Path and the grey Path.

In this example, Tala, standing on a circle that is both red and grey,  
sees all the characters standing on both the grey Path and the red 
Path. More specifically, she sees both the Schocktruppen (standing 
on a red circle) and Eva (standing on a grey circle).

The Schocktruppen sees only Tala, because she is the only character 
on his Path. Likewise, Eva sees only Tala.

John MacNeal, who is on neither the red nor the grey Path, sees no 
one, and no one can see him.

II.   The Game Boards

The game boards in Tannhäuser are high-resolution, aerial battlefield 
views designed to give an aesthetic and balanced view of where your 
characters are as they do battle. 

Each game board is made up of numerous Pathfinding Paths.

A.   How do I read a Pathfinding Path?

A Pathfinding Path is a set of adjacent circles that all share the same 
color. Each Path is an intuitive, graphical system that visually defines 
both what a character can see (his “line of sight”), and what zone he 
can currently act in.

In this example all the grey circles (highlighted)  
are part of the same Path.

MEMO

In order for the game board to 
remain coherent, 

Pathfinding Path colors are sometimes re-use
d. When 

this is done, Paths of the same color that are 
not 

adjacent to each other should obvi
ously be considered 

entirely separate Paths.
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A character is considered to have 360° vision, and neither friendly 
nor enemy characters block line of sight. Characters therefore see 
absolutely every circle on their respective Paths. This allows them to 
attack any enemy they wish when two or more are present on their 
Path (as long as weapon range restrictions are respected), no matter 
what their position, even standing behind an ally or enemy.

In this example, all the characters are situated on the same red Path. 
They are therefore all within each other’s line of sight. 

You’ll notice that in places where fields of vision are limited (such 
as dimly lit areas, stairwells, or doorways) the Paths take this into 
consideration. 

Hermann Von Heïzinger was standing on a grey-and-purple circle, but 
as he moves down the stairway, he finds himself on a circle that is only 
purple. 

Barry Daniel Brown is standing on the yellow Path as he starts to enter 
the next room. As soon as he does so, he changes Paths and finds him-
self on a red-and-grey circle, unable to see the circle that he started on.

MEMO
In certain areas, strategic liberty has been taken by the 
game designers in order to intensify to the action!

B.   How do I read a game circle?

Some circles indicate that certain game effects occur whenever a 
character is standing on them or on one of their adjacent circles. 

1.   What is a Modifier Circle? 

Some circles are more difficult to cross than others (such as stairs 
or debris), while other circles offer cover (for example, crates or 
armchairs) or a combat bonus because of special weapons accessible 
only on that circle.

These Modifier Circles are identified by the green or red icons in their 
centers, which are the same as those used to identify characteristics 
on the Character Sheets.

For every green characteristic symbol on the circle, your character 
gains a 1-point bonus to his Current Value in that characteristic. 
Conversely, for every red characteristic symbol, your character suffers 
a 1-point penalty in that characteristic.

Because the Movement symbol above is red, a 1-point penalty is taken 
by a character on this circle. (Movement Modifier Circles are a slightly 
special case. The penalty is not subtracted from the Current Movement 
Value, as it would be for other characteristics. Instead, it costs 1 move-
ment point to move off a 1-point penalty circle. Hence, a character 
must spend 2 points of movement to pass fully through such a circle. To 
simply land on the circle, only 1 movement point is necessary.)

Above is a green Combat symbol. While on a Modifier Circle with this 
symbol, the character receives a 1-point bonus to his Current Combat 
Value.

Like Modifier Circles, some tokens (such as the Debris Tokens, for ex-
ample) have green or red characteristic symbols. When they are placed 
on a circle, their bonus or penalty goes into effect immediately.

MEMO:
Movement penalties from 
different sources are 

not cumulative. Only the 
greatest penalty on a given 

circle counts.
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1.   What is an Objective Circle?

In Story Mode play, the Objective Circles are the places the characters 
must go in order to complete their missions.

These black circles are not a part of any Path. Characters can neither 
cross nor stand on them, but instead must stand adjacent to them 
to accomplish objectives. Each Objective Circle contains a Skill icon, 
signaling which Objective Category Tokens can be placed there.

If the Objective Symbol is golden, it means that a Main Objective can 
be placed there. If it is silver, only a Secondary Objective Token may be 
placed there.

2.   What is an Action Circle?

Action Circles, like Objective Circles, are also black, and are not part 
of any Pathfinding Path. Characters can neither cross nor end their 
movement on these circles. Crate Tokens are placed on Action Circles 
during Setup (pages 14–15), and when a character spends an Action 
Phase on a circle adjacent to an Action Circle (without doing anything 
else), he can search these crates. Other uses for Action Circles will be 
introduced in future Tannhäuser expansions. 

III. The Dice
Tannhäuser makes plenty of room for chance, that inescapable element 
that has changed the outcome of countless battles throughout history. 
Heroics, shifting momentum, and cruel twists of fate are all simulated 
with dice. While playing the game, randomness can be limited through 
careful play and crafty strategy. When terrain and equipment are used 
wisely, the gaming tastes of every player, both those who enjoy the 
element of chance and those who don’t, will be satisfied. 

1.   10-sided dice

Tannhäuser uses 10-sided dice, also known as d10s. One each die, 1 is 
the lowest number and 10 is the highest. (Most d10s represent the 10 
with a simple “0.”) 

2.   What is a dice pool? 

A dice pool is a group of dice that are rolled together. Dice rolled as part 
of a single pool are considered separately, not added together. If you roll 
3, 5, and 9 on a pool of three dice, you’ve rolled “3, 5, and 9,” not “17.” 

3.  What is a Difficulty Score? 

A Difficulty Score is the number you must equal or exceed to succeed 
when you roll a d10.

The higher the Difficulty Score, the harder the action is to accomplish 
and greater the chance for failure. Conversely, the lower the Difficulty 
Score, the more likely the action is to succeed.

4.  How do I win a dice roll?

Whenever you make a dice roll, you roll all the dice in your pool at the 
same time. For every die that equals or exceeds the Difficulty Score, 
a success is counted. The total number of successes is important to 
remember, as will be explained later. 

5. What is a Natural 10? 

A Natural 10, or Pure 10, occurs any time a 10 comes up on a die when 
it is rolled (without adding any bonuses). Penalties are not applied to 
Natural 10s. A rolled 9 with a +1 bonus adds up to 10 for the purpose 
of determining success, but is not considered a Natural 10.

Example: You roll 3 dice with a 1-point penalty applied to each die. You 
roll a 5, 6, and Natural 10. The 10 cannot be modified, so the final die 
tally becomes 4 (5–1), 5 (6-1), and 10 (unmodified).

6.   What is a Natural 1? 

Anytime a 1 comes up on a die (without applying any penalties) when 
a pool is rolled, it is called a Natural 1 or Pure 1. No bonuses are added 
to Natural 1s.

Example: You have a 2-point bonus on a pool of 2 dice. The roll yields a 1 
and a 5, so your final results are 1 (unmodified) and 7 (5+2).

Example of a Main 
Engineering Objective

Example of a Secondary 
Stealth Objective

3.   What is an Entry Point?
Entry Points are circles that belong to Paths. They indicate where 
players may bring their characters onto the game board.

MEMO:
Now that the Pathfinding system is no longer a 

mystery, you can see how intuitive it is. Gone are 
complex line-of-sight rules that can cause confusion 
and time-consuming arguments. There’s no need to 

guess who is hiding behind whom, and no need to argue 
over how far a character can move. With Pathfinding, 
everything is right there on the game board: bonuses 
and penalties, sight lines, and where and how far you 

can move!

KSIAZ
Castle
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B.   The Order and Sequences

A Sequence focuses on one character, and has two phases:

The Movement Phase
The Action Phase

•
•

1.   What is a Movement Phase?

During a Sequence, the active character has a number of movement 
points that he may spend during his Movement Phase. This number is 
equal to the Current Value of his Movement characteristic. 

At any time during the Movement Phase, the controlling player can 
interrupt the character’s movement to execute the Action Phase. After 
the Action Phase has been completed, if the character is still among 
the living, the Movement Phase can then be completed. 

Example: Tala has a Current Movement Value of 7. After spending 4 
movement points, she executes her Action Phase, and can then, if she 
wants, spend her remaining 3 movement points.

Example 1: Barry Daniel Brown has a Current Movement Value of 6. 
He can therefore spend up to 6 movement points during the turn, or 
simply stay put.

Example 2: Barry is wounded 3 times, reducing his Current Movement 
Value to 4. He can spend up to 4 movement points during the Sequence.

Example 3: If Barry heals one row with his First Aid Kit, the total 
number of movement points that he can spend in his Sequence bumps 
back up to 5.

2.   How do I move a character? 

Characters move between adjacent circles. Moving from one circle to 
the next normally costs 1 movement point, which is subtracted from 
that character’s allotment for the Turn.

Movement must be made in a logical manner. Characters can’t go 
through walls, obstacles, or the like. The Objective and Action Circles 
are not Path circles, so characters can’t move onto them. Equipment 
that has been dropped on the floor neither impedes nor blocks a 
character’s movement. Characters can, of course, walk through doors 
and doorways (even though they block line of sight, as marked by 
changes in Path color).

A moving character can pass through other characters. If the non- 
moving character is an ally, the circle’s movement cost is counted 
normally. If the circle is occupied by an enemy, the moving character 
must stop in an adjacent circle first and Bull Rush the adversary to get 
by (see page 12): A Stamina Duel takes place immediately and counts 
as the moving character’s Action Phase. If the moving character wins 
the duel, his movement continues normally.

A character must end his movement on an empty circle (free of any 
other character, whether ally or enemy).

It costs an incoming character 1 movement point to move onto an 
Entry Point circle from off the game board. A character can’t end its 
movement on an Entry Point circle.

IV.   Game Flow

A.   The Basics

1.   What is a game made up of?

A game consists of a certain number of Game Turns, more or fewer, 

depending on the Game Mode being played. 

Each Game Turn is composed of Sequences. In a single Sequence, one 

character is activated, moving and taking action. Each character’s 

Sequence is broken down into an Action Phase and a Movement Phase, 

which together represent the whole of what that character can do 

during that Game Turn.

2.   What is a Deployment Roll? 

To start the game, each player must determine his team’s Entry Point 

by making a Deployment Roll. Each player rolls one die. The player 

who has the highest result chooses an Entry Point for his unit for that 

game, and the loser of the roll must choose a different Entry Point. In 

the case of a tie, roll again until a winner is determined.

3.   What is an Initiative Roll?

At the start of each Game Turn, including the first, each player rolls 

a die, applying a 1-point bonus for every one of his characters that 

has died. Whoever rolls the highest result wins the Initiative Roll and 

decides which team goes first on that Game Turn. In the case of a tie, 

roll again until a winner is determined.

4.   In what order do characters take their Sequences?

Players alternate activating their characters one at a time. The first 

player (as determined by the Initiative Roll) activates one of his 

characters first, carrying out its Sequence. Then the other player 

activates one of his characters, then the first player activates again, 

and so on, back and forth, until all characters have acted.

A player can activate his characters in any order, but each character 

can only be activated only once per Game Turn. As the game proceeds 

and characters die, one player will wind up activating his last few 

characters one right after the other, with no intervening activations 

from the player with fewer characters left.

Once all surviving characters have been activated, a new Game Turn 

begins, with a new Initiative Roll. In the new Turn, the characters can 

be activated, and take their Sequences, in a completely different order, 

as each player wishes.

MEMO:
It is possible for a character’s Current Movement Value (and therefore his total number of movement points for the Sequence) to change during an Action Phase. Also, note that a character doesn’t have to move if he 

doesn’t want to.
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Tala Aponi can move to any of the adjacent circles  
at a cost of 1 movement point.

Eva enters the game board via the Entry Point (for a cost of 1 move-
ment point). She continues onto a circle that slows her down a little. 
(It has a red Movement symbol, so it costs 2 movement points to move 
through.) She treads on, spending 2 movement points for the next 
circle as well (another red Movement symbol). She decides to stop on 
the next circle. She’s spent a total of 6 movement points.

Karl Zermann wants to approach Eva, but Barry Daniel Brown, an  
enemy character, is in his way. Karl will have to Bull Rush his adver-
sary to force his way through.

Von Heïzinger, who begins his move next to the Action Circle, wants to 
get to the upper corridor. He can’t get there directly, since he can only 
move onto adjacent circles. He begins a route that will take him around 
the crates, passing through a circle occupied by an ally (which costs 
only the normal 1 movement point).

3.   What is an Action Phase?

A character can perform only one task during his Action Phase. The 
six Action Phase options are:

Perform an action
Bull Rush an enemy (see below)
Use a piece of equipment
Drop, give away, and/or pick up equipment (see the next page)
Search a crate (see the next page)
Attack an opponent (see page 16)

•
•
•
•
•
•

4.   How do I Bull Rush a character?

If your character wants to Bull Rush an enemy character (push his 
way through), you must beat your opponent in a Stamina Duel (see 
page 13). Failure means that your character cannot go through, but 
can go elsewhere. Attempting a Bull Rush uses your character’s  
Action Phase, no matter what the result.

If you win the duel, your character is free to go through the occupied 
circle (counting the movement cost normally) and continue his 
movement. 

A character can only Bull Rush one enemy character during a single  
Sequence, but if several enemy characters are all standing adjacent 
to each other, they can all be Bull Rushed together. The rushing 
character need only beat the first enemy in the line to earn the 
right to cross all of the adjacent occupied circles, although he must 
still spend 1 movement point per circle.

5.  How do I use equipment?

Each piece of equipment has its own particular usage, restrictions, 
and effects. Each character’s specific equipment is fully detailed as 
part of his description (see pages 24–43).

You’ll notice during play that some objects follow the same rules 
when used. These similar Weapon Types are summarized on page 22.

6.  How do I drop a piece of equipment?

Characters can only drop Disposable Equipment Tokens (i.e., those 
with hashed borders). To do so, during your character’s Action 
Phase, place the Equipment Token or Tokens you want to drop on 
any adjacent free circle(s) on the same Path as your character. If 
no adjacent circle is free (meaning without a character standing on 
it), you cannot drop any equipment. A character can drop as much 
equipment in one Action Phase as you like. 

If a character dies, stack all of his Disposable Equipment on the 
circle he was standing on when he died.

MEMO

Since each character is allowed
 only one Action Phase 

per Sequence, it is impossible for 
a character to Bull 

Rush through an enemy (or cha
in of enemies), and then 

perform another action.

MEMOAs soon as the Sequence of the character who dropped an Equipment Token is over, any other character can pick up the Equipment Token, as long as there is an empty Slot on his Character Sheet.
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7.   How do I give away a piece of equipment?

During his Action Phase, the active character can give away as much 
equipment as desired, but only to characters on the same Path who are 
standing on circles adjacent to his own.

Only Disposable Equipment may be given away, and the beneficiary 
must have as many empty Slots on his Character Sheet as items re-
ceived. The character who receives the equipment may use it beginning 
on his next Sequence.

8.   How do I pick up a piece of equipment?

A character may pick up equipment during his Action Phase if he is 
standing on the same circle as the equipment, or on an adjacent circle 
that is also on the same Path as the equipment. In order to pick up a 
piece of equipment, no character – enemy or ally – may be standing on 
the circle containing the Equipment Token.

An Equipment Token that is picked up is placed on the Character Sheet 
on any free Slot. If no free Slots are available, your character cannot 
pick up the item.

A character may pick up several pieces of equipment from different 
circles during a single Action Phase. 

9.   How do I search a crate? 

A character can only search a crate if he is on a circle adjacent to the 
crate, and no enemy character is on a circle adjacent to the crate.

Whenever your character searches a crate, flip the Crate Token faceup 
and reveal whether equipment or Victory Points (VPs) were discovered.

Once discovered, equipment can be placed directly onto any free Slot on 
the character’s Character Sheet. 

A character may stack multiple Equipment Tokens of the same Weapon 
Type (Grenade, Hand-to-Hand, Automatic, etc., see page 22) on top of 
each other in the same Slot.

A character may also drop equipment into a crate. The equipment is 
placed in the crate and can be picked up by any other character later.

10.   How do I attack an adversary?

During the Action Phase, your character can attack an enemy. See 
Chapter VI: Combat (page 16).

11.   How do I resolve a Duel?

Certain circumstances in the game force characters into Stamina 
Duels and Mental Duels.

To resolve a Duel, consult the Current Value of your character’s rel-
evant characteristic (Stamina or Mental). This is the number of dice in 
your dice pool, as well as the Difficulty Score that your opponent must 
meet or exceed to mark successes against you. Your opponent uses the 
Current Value of his own relevant characteristic to determine his dice 
pool and your Difficulty Score. Then the Duel begins:

Both players roll their dice pools, adding up the number of successes at-
tained against their respective Difficulty Scores. Whichever character 
rolls the greater number of successes wins.

In the case of a tie, the character who started the Duel loses (that is, 
ties go to the defender).
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V.   Game Setup

Before starting a game of Tannhäuser, gather up the elements you’ll 
need to play. This chapter will help you and explain how to proceed.

A.   What are Difficulty Levels?

Tannhäuser offers three Difficulty Levels. Easier levels allow Troopers 
to return as Reinforcements, but as you move on to more advanced 
levels, each death on the battlefield is more costly, with greater 
impact on the game’s outcome.

1.   What Difficulty Levels are there?

Before the game starts, decide with your adversary which Difficulty 
Level you wish to use for the game.

Easy: Two of your Troopers may return as Reinforcements.

Normal: One of your Troopers may return as a Reinforcement.

Hard: Hard is… well, it’s hard. You have no Reinforcements at all.

2.   What is a Reinforcement? 

Depending on the Difficulty Level chosen, one or two dead Troopers 
may, during the course of the game, return as Reinforcements. This 
means that one of your dead Troopers (it need not be the one killed 
most recently) may, on any Turn after the one in which it was killed, 
be brought back into the game through your Entry Point. This new 
Trooper is not wounded and possesses a full Pack of equipment. If 
you wish, you may choose an equipment Pack other than the one that 
Trooper possessed before. 

B.   How many Game Modes exist?

Tannhäuser has four different Game Modes, which offer different ways 
to play the game. Each has its own victory conditions.

In any of the Game Modes, you and your opponent can agree to stop 
at any time to mutually decide the winner, or declare the game a 
stalemate.

1.   What is the Story Mode?

Story Mode games have missions, which are specific Objectives that 
your characters must complete. 

A Story Mode game ends once either player accomplishes two of his 
Main Objectives, or one of his Main Objectives and two of his Second-
ary Objectives. The player with the most Victory Points when this 
happens is the winner.

2.   What is the Death Match Mode?

As the name implies, Death Match is a vicious Game Mode, in which the 
object is to kill all the characters on the opposing team. The player who 
accomplishes this is the winner.

Token Setup:

Shuffle all the Crate Tokens facedown. Without revealing their contents, 
place one on each Action Circle and Objective Circle. (Objective Circles are 
treated like Action Circles in this Game Mode, and can be searched.)

3.   What is the Capture the Flag Mode?

In this Game Mode, the first player to capture two enemy flags and 
“plant” them on his own Entry Point, or on one or both of the Objective 
Circles that held his own flags at the beginning of the game, immedi-
ately wins.

MEMO
Only Troopers (not Heroes) can be ca

lled upon as 

Reinforcements. When a Hero dies, a page of history 

is turned! At least until the next 
game starts.
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Token Setup:

Place the Objective Tokens on the Objective Circles as explained in the 
Setup Roll rules (see page 15, C.2).

Gather all the Crate Tokens that show Victory Points on their non-crate 
sides, and shuffle them with their crate sides faceup. Without revealing 
their contents, place one (crate side up) on each Action Circle.

Special Rules:

To accomplish Objectives, characters use Skills. To use a Skill to  
accomplish an Objective, a character must spend his Action Phase on a 
circle adjacent to that Objective Token. No enemy character may be ad-
jacent to the Objective Token being worked on, and the acting character 
may not use his Action Phase to do anything else.

A Secondary Objective requires only one Skill. If your character has 
that Skill, take the Objective Token off the game board at the end of the 
Action Phase. You earn 1 Victory Point. If your character doesn’t have 
the required Skill, he can temporarily purchase it (see page 19) at a 
cost of 1 Victory Point. This accomplishes the Objective and you earn 
1 Victory Point, but since you spent one to gain one, there is no net 
increase.

A Main Objective requires two different Skills. However, a single char-
acter is only allowed to use one Skill per Sequence, and completing a 
single Skill requirement takes a whole Action Phase. Therefore, either 
two characters must work one after the other to complete a Main 
Objective in a single Game Turn, or a single character can work over 
two Game Turns (which need not be sequential) to complete a Main 
Objective by himself.

Accomplishing the first half of a Main Objective scores 2 Victory Points 
immediately. When the second half of the Main Objective is completed, 
score 2 more Victory Points and remove the Objective Token from the 
game board.

As with Secondary Objectives, Skills can be purchased by characters 
working on Main Objectives (see page 19). However, in the case of Main 
Objectives, purchased Skills costs 2 Victory Points each. Furthermore, 
at least half of every Main Objective must be accomplished normally, 
without purchasing the required Skill.

Note that since only Heroes can spend 2 Victory Points during a single 
Sequence (see page 19), only Heroes can buy Skills when working on 
Main Objectives.

Note, finally, that you cannot complete your opponent’s missions. 
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Token Setup:

Following the Setup Roll rules (see below), place the Flag Tokens on the 
appropriate Objective Circles.

Gather all the Crate Tokens that show equipment on their non-crate 
side, and shuffle them with their crate side faceup. Without revealing 
their contents, place one (crate side up) on each Action Circle. 

Special Rules:

To pick up an enemy flag, a character must be on an adjacent circle and 
spend an Action Phase to pick it up (doing nothing else in that Action 
Phase). A flag can’t be picked up if there is also en enemy adjacent to it.

Flags are Disposable Equipment. They can be given or dropped, and 
fall to the ground if a character holding one dies, all according to the 
standard rules for Disposable Equipment.

In order to “plant” an enemy flag and have it count towards victory, a 
character with a flag must use his Action Phase on a circle adjacent to 
his Entry Point, or adjacent to one of his team’s Objective Circles.

You may not pick up one of your own team’s flags, even if it has been 
dropped to the ground by an enemy.

Flags do not require Slots to be picked up or carried, so a character can 
carry several flags at once.

4.   What is the Domination Mode?

In order to win in this Game Mode, a player must control four zones 
simultaneously. This is accomplished by having 4 Flag Tokens placed 
on any four different Objective Circles anywhere on the game board. A 
player wins the game as soon as he plants the fourth flag. 

Token Setup:

Both players take their respective Flag Tokens and place them in front 
of them. The flags will be placed during the game on Objective Circles.

Shuffle all the Crate Tokens with their crate sides faceup. Without re-
vealing their contents, place one (crate side up) on each Action Circle.

Special Rules:

A character on a circle adjacent to an Objective Circle may use an 
Action Phase to place one of his team’s Flag Tokens on the Objective 
Circle. If an enemy flag was there, it is removed and placed back in 
front of its owner.

If an enemy is standing on a circle adjacent to the Objective Circle, the 
flag  may not be placed.

C.   How do I set up a game?

1.   Which Objective Tokens should be chosen? 

When playing in Story Mode, first determine which Objective Tokens 
you’ll use in that game. To do that, take all the Objective Tokens that 
bear your unit’s Affiliation Symbol. If there are more than 4 Objective 
Tokens of a particular Objective Category, select only four, and return 
the rest to the box. Next, sort your remaining Objective Tokens into 
Main Objectives and Secondary Objectives. Finally, divide them into 
sub-groups based on their Objective Categories.

2.   How do I make a Setup Roll? 

A Setup Roll is made in Story Mode to determine where the Objective 
Tokens are placed, and in Capture the Flag mode to determine where 
the Flag Tokens are placed. Follow this procedure:

1) Each player rolls a 10-sided die.

2) The player who rolled higher (re-roll ties until one player rolls 
higher) chooses a Main Objective Circle on the game board. 

In Story Mode, that player then randomly selects one of his Main Objec-
tive Tokens that corresponds to the category on the chosen circle and 
places it faceup on that circle, revealing its two required Skills.

In Capture the Flag Mode, that player places one of his Flag Tokens on 
the chosen circle.

3) The player who rolled lower chooses a circle and places a token, as 
above.

4) If there are still more Main Objective Tokens or Flag Tokens to be 
placed, the players repeat steps 1–3. In Story Mode, once all Main 
Objective Tokens have been placed, steps 1-3 are repeated for Second-
ary Objective Tokens and Secondary Objective Circles, until all of those 
are also placed. (In Capture the Flag Mode, the players are done once 
all flags are placed.)

3.   Which characters should be chosen?

Tannhäuser is played with 5 characters per team. Each team must be 
made up of either 3 Heroes and 2 Troopers, or 2 Heroes and 3 Troop-
ers. Also, all 5 characters must be compatible, meaning that they must 
all have at least one Affiliation Symbol in common.

As more expansions are published, new characters will become avail-
able. You’ll have tough choices to make about your unit’s composition. 

Examples of Affiliation Symbols:

MEMO In Domination Mode, characters never physically 

possess flags (as they do in the Capture the Flag 

Mode). Flags can therefore not be exchanged, given, 

or picked up in Domination Mode. Also, they are not 
dropped after death.
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4.   How do I equip the characters?

A character’s starting collection of equipment is called a Pack.

For each character, you may select one of the standard Packs listed for 
that character. If you do this, also take the character’s Special Object. 
Place these four Equipment Tokens on the Character Sheet.

Alternatively, you may choose to make a custom Pack for that 
character. Mix and match three Equipment Tokens from among all of 
his standard Packs. If you do this, you do not receive that character’s 
Special Object. Though characters with custom Packs start with less 
equipment, this choice can pay off, because new strategic combinations 
can often catch your opponents off-guard. (Also, keep in mind that your 
character might find a fourth piece of equipment during the game.)

As you equip your unit, you might strive for a balance of Combat, 
Stamina, and Mental Packs, to form a well-balanced team. Alternatively, 
you might decide to specialize your unit in a certain area. Each player 
can pursue his own strategy for winning. Some prefer a highly  
offensive arsenal, while others like to defend, instead relying on 
stealth and ruse.

5.   Where do I put my miniatures?

At the beginning of the game, put all of your miniatures on your side of 
the table, off the game board. Before the first Game Turn, each player 
makes a Deployment Roll (see page 11) to choose his Entry Point. Once 
the first Game Turn begins, your characters will arrive through your 
Entry Point.

6.   How many players can play Tannhäuser?

The game is designed to be played by two players, but there is nothing 
to stop you from playing with more.

Five Character Sheets per team are provided, so in theory, up to ten 
people (divided into two teams) can play, with each player having one 
(or more) specific characters to control.

VI.   Combat

In Tannhäuser, combat reveals the courage and tactical expertise of 
each player. During the crucial moments of an attack, a multitude of 
factors combine to determine the overall success or failure of your 
battle plan.

But don’t worry! With a good dose of adrenaline, some strategy, and a 
little help from fate, your characters will live up to their reputations as 
terrifying killing machines.

1.  What happens during a combat?

In order to attack an enemy, your character must use an Action Phase 
during his Sequence. You make a Combat Roll and your opponent 
makes a Shock Roll (Stamina). 

2.   How do I make a Combat Roll?

In Standard Combat (i.e., any combat other than Hand-to-Hand): 
Your character’s Current Combat Value is the number of dice in 
your dice pool.
The Current Combat Value of your targeted enemy is your Dif-
ficulty Score.

In Hand-to-Hand Combat (i.e., any combat between characters in 
adjacent circles): 

If the characters both have Hand-to-Hand Weapons, the rules for 
Hand-to-Hand Combat are the same as the Standard Combat rules.
An attacker in Hand-to-Hand Combat who doesn’t have a Hand-to-
Hand Weapon uses the Combat Value from the lowest row of his 
Character Sheet to determine the size of his dice pool, regardless 
of his current level of wounds.
A defender in Hand-to-Hand Combat who doesn’t have a Hand-to-
Hand Weapon uses the Combat Value from the lowest row of his 
Character Sheet to determine the attacker’s Difficulty Score for 
the attack, regardless of his current level of wounds. 

To make a Combat Roll, roll the dice in your pool and count a “hit” for 
each success you roll. 

•

•

•

•

•

3. How do I make a Shock Roll?

If at least one hit results from the attacker’s Combat Roll, then the 
defender makes a Shock Roll to try to shake off or deflect them.

The defender’s Current Stamina Value is the number of dice in his 
dice pool.
The Combat Value the attacker used for his Combat Roll is the Dif-
ficulty Score for the Shock Roll.

Each success on the Shock Roll cancels the effects of one hit.

•

•

4.   What do I do when a character is wounded?

Each hit that is not canceled by the Shock Roll is counted as a wound. 
Each wound moves the defender’s Health Indicator Token one row 
downwards, taking the character one step closer to death.

Any character whose Health Indicator Token is moved below the last 
row dies. Its miniature is taken off of the game board.

MEMO:The following examples assume that all of the characters are at full health at the beginning of the action. The rolls are made without taking into account bonuses from equipment or weapons, in order to concentrate on clearly explaining the combat system.Also, for simplicity, none of the characters’ movement after their Action Phases is shown.
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Combat Example 1

From his starting position, your Commando could  
attack Eva or the Stosstruppen, since both are standing 
on his yellow Pathfinding Path. But you decide to move 
and attack Karl Zermann instead. You move one circle 
so you’ll be on the red Path, which gives you line of 
sight to Zermann, since he’s also on that Path. 

The Combat Roll:

Your Commando’s Current Combat Value is 5, which 
gives him a dice pool of 5 for his Combat Roll.

Karl has a Current Combat Value of 6, so the Difficulty 
Score for the Combat Roll is 6. 

You roll 5 dice, hoping to equal or exceed the Difficulty 
Score of 6. Rolling 2, 3, 6, 7, and 9, you hit Karl three 
times (on the 6, 7, and 9).

The Shock Roll:

Karl’s Current Stamina Value is 5, so his Shock Roll 
dice pool contains 5 dice.

Your Commando’s Current Combat Value of 5 is Karl’s 
Shock Roll Difficulty Score, which he’ll need to equal or 
exceed to endure or deflect your hits.

Your opponent rolls 2, 3, 6, 6, and 9. His three suc-
cesses (both 6s and the 9) cancel all three of your hits. 
He doesn’t feel a thing! Combat Example 2

It’s your opponent’s turn to play. He attacks your Com-

mando with his Stosstruppen. This particular Trooper 

happens to no longer possess any weapons, so in order 

to attack, he must do so with his bare hands. He moves 

two circles to bring himself adjacent to your Comman-

do, in range for a Hand-to-Hand attack.

The Combat Roll:

Since this is a Hand-to-Hand Combat, and neither 

Trooper has a Hand-to-Hand Combat Weapon, the 

Stosstruppen’s weakest Combat Value (4) is the number 

of dice in his dice pool, and your Commando’s weakest 

Combat Value (4) is the Difficulty Score. 

Your opponent rolls 4 dice against a Difficulty Score of 

4, coming up with 5, 7, 8, and 10, for four hits. Ouch!

The Shock Roll:

Your Commando has a Current Stamina Value of 5, 

meaning he rolls 5 dice for his Shock Roll. Your Difficul-

ty Score is the Stosstruppen’s weakest Combat Value, 

which is 4. You get a 1, 1, 3, 8, and 9, meaning two suc-

cesses. Those successes cancel two of your attacker’s 

hits. You shake off two punches, but another two get 

through, wounding you twice. Your Commando’s Health 

Indicator Token is moved two notches downward.
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Combat Example 4

Karl Zermann wants to avenge the Stosstruppen and 
only needs to move one circle to find himself on a red-
and-yellow circle, and thus within sight of John Mac-
Neal. He tosses a grenade (see page 22) on the empty 
circle between John and the conference table. A Debris 
Token is placed on that circle and Combat Rolls ensue.

The Combat Roll Against John:

Karl’s Current Combat Value is 6 and John’s is also 6. 
Your opponent rolls 6, 7, 7, 8, 9, and 10. Six successes! 
Kaboom!

John’s Current Combat Value is 6 ,and Eva, caught in 
the mad blast, has a value of 5. Karl has a pool of 6 dice 
because of his Current 6 in Combat. 

Your opponent makes a Combat Roll against John and 
gets a 7, 7, 9, 6, 8, and 10. Six hits! Kaboom!

John’s Shock Roll:

John’s Current Stamina Value is 5. You roll 6, 8, 8, 10, 
and 10 – five successes. Even though you made a heroic 
effort and rolled perfectly,  you still suffer one wound 
from Karl’s well-thrown, six-hit grenade. You also suffer 
an Automatic Wound because of the special rules for 
the Grenade Weapon Type (see page 22). You lower your  
Health Indicator Token two rows.

The Combat Roll Against Eva:

Now your opponent must make a Combat Roll against 
his own character, Eva. The 6 dice come up 1, 1, 2, 3, 4, 
and 4. That’s a very lucky roll – the grenade didn’t hit 
her a single time – and Eva doesn’t even have to make 
a Shock Roll. Still, because it was a grenade, she suffers 
one Automatic Wound and turns her Health Indicator 
Token down one notch.

Combat Example 3

It’s your turn now, and you activate John MacNeal. 
When his Sequence starts, he isn’t on the yellow Path 
and therefore can’t see any of his enemies. He moves 
one circle, entering the room, and can now attack 
either Eva or the Stosstruppen. John takes aim at the 
Stosstruppen, ignoring Eva (even though she’s stand-
ing between them). 

The Combat Roll:

The Current Combat Values of John and the Stosstrup-
pen are both 6. You roll 6 dice against a Difficulty 
Score of 6, getting a 1, 6, 7, 8, 9, and 10. That makes for 
five hits!

The Shock Roll:

The Stosstruppen’s Current Stamina Value is 5, and 
your Current Combat Value is 6. Your opponent rolls 
5 dice and gets 1, 3, 4, 6, and 7. That means two suc-
cesses. Your opponent’s Stosstruppen takes three 
wounds. Since that character has only 3 health levels, 
he dies and is taken off of the game board. John’s a 
serious customer!
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VII.   Victory Points

1.  The Basics

Victory Points determine the winner of a game in some Game Modes. 
They can also be spent during the game – in any Mode – to gain special 
bonuses. This must be done with caution, though, because a single 
point can make a big difference.

At the beginning of the game, each side starts with 2 Victory Points.

Victory Points do not belong to a particular character, but are avail-
able to the whole unit!

2.   How do I use Victory Points?

Before taking any eligible action (see below), a player may declare that 
he is going to use one or more Victory Points. Reduce your total Victory 
Point tally by changing in Victory Point Counter Tokens. Whether or not 
the action succeeds, the points are spent.

During a single Sequence, a Hero may spend a maximum of 2 Victory 
Points, while a Trooper may only spend 1. 

3.   What are Victory Points used for? 

Victory Points can be used to temporarily increase a character’s Cur-
rent Movement Value:

In certain situations your character might need to go a little farther 
than he is capable. Each Victory Point spent allows the character to 
increase his Current Movement Value by 1 point. This bonus is valid for 
that Sequence and that Sequence only.

Example: Your Hero’s Current Movement Value is 7, so he has 7 move-
ment points. By spending 1 Victory Point, that Value can be increased 
to 8, and by spending 2 points it can be increased to 9.

Victory Points can be used to launch Counterattacks:

Immediately after an opponent attacks one of your characters, assum-
ing your character survives, your character can Counterattack the 
attacker by spending one of your unit’s Victory Points.

Only the enemy character who attacked can be the target of a Counter-
attack.

A Counterattack is resolved just like a normal attack, with a few excep-
tions: The Counterattacker uses his lowest Combat Value, regardless of 
his current state of health; neither character can use Victory Points to 
influence the outcome; characters cannot use Extra Ammunition; and 
it is also impossible for a character to Re-Counterattack a Counterat-
tack. All other rules remain the same.

Once the Counterattack is resolved, and if the original attacker is still 
alive, the Sequence is continued where it left off and any remaining 
movement points can then be used.

Victory Points can be used to re-roll an Initiative Roll:

If you rolled the lower die in an Initiative Roll, you can spend a Victory 
Point to re-roll your die. This can only be done once per Game Turn. 
Your opponent cannot re-roll (even by spending Victory Points) if your 
second roll is higher than his first, but in the event of a tie after your 
re-roll, both players re-roll again, and continue to do so until the tie is 
broken.

Victory Points can be spent to heal wounds:

After making a Shock Roll, if your character does not die immediately, 
you can heal one or more wounds. Each Victory Point spent lets you 
move your Health Indicator Token up one row.

A character healed in this way cannot launch a Counterattack in 
response to the attack the hurt him.

Victory Points can be used to temporarily buy a Skill:

In Story Mode, a Hero can buy a Skill to complete a Secondary Objec-
tive, or half of a Main Objective, by faking his way through the situation 
with bravado and cunning.

Purchasing a Skill to work on a Secondary Objective costs 1 Victory 
Point, while purchasing a Skill to work on a Main Objective costs 2 Vic-
tory Points. Purchased Skills last for the current Sequence only. Both 
of the Skills required for a Main Objective can’t be bought this way; at 
least half of each Main Objective has to be completed normally.

4.   How do I earn Victory Points?

Different Game Modes allow you to earn Victory Points in different 
ways (see page 14).

You can also earn Victory Points for eliminating enemy characters, in 
any Game Mode. If you eliminate all enemy Heroes, you earn 2 Victory 
Points immediately. Also, eliminating two enemy Troopers, whether 
they were part of the game from the outset or returned later as Rein-
forcements, earns you 1 Victory Point. On the Easy Difficulty Level, you 
can do this twice if you kill four Troopers over the course of the game.

5.   How do I update Victory Point totals? 

Keep a Victory Point Counter Token in front of you, next to the game 
board and in plain sight, at all times. Whenever you spend or gain Vic-
tory Points, trade in your Token for one that represents your new total. 
Your running total is thus visible to your opponent at all times.

Example: You have 5 Victory Points, so you keep the “5” Victory Point 
Counter Token faceup in front of you. During play, you spend 1 Victory 
Point, and simply replace the “5” Token with the “4” Token.

To indicate a Victory Point total of more than 10, keep a combination of 
Victory Point Counter Tokens in front of you that add up to your cur-
rent total, and use them normally. 

Example: You have 11 Victory Points, so you take the “8” and “3” Vic-
tory Point Counter Tokens and place them on the table in front of you.

MEMO

Don’t forget to verify 
if a Counterattack is 

possible. 

For example, if your cha
racter doesn’t have a g

un (or 

other Ranged Weapon) and the attacker
 is not on an 

adjacent circle, then t
he character obviously 

cannot 

make a Counterattack. 
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VIII. Skills

Skills represent characters’ know-how, talents, and technical savoir-faire. Each Skill in the game is described below.

   Athletics

The character is quick, supple, and has built up an 
exceptionally muscular body.

   Weaponry

The character is an expert in artillery, heavy weap-
onry, and explosives.

   Dexterity

The character is particularly nimble with his fingers, 
and can handle tasks that require pinpoint accuracy.

   Engineering

This Skill allows the character to use, conceptualize, 
design, and construct complex machinery and equip-
ment.

   Reasoning

The character thinks very logically, and extremely 
quickly.

   Strategy

The character has a broad range of general military 
knowledge including tactics, strategy, and logistics.

   Archaeology

This knowledge permits the character to decipher 
ancient inscriptions and identify historic objects 
and artifacts. 

   Command

The character knows how to give clear, precise 
orders that are obeyed immediately.

   Sneak

This talent allows the character to move silently 
and take discreet actions without being noticed. 

   Mechanics

This know-how allows the character to use, repair, 
and sabotage mechanical apparatuses and simple 
electronic equipment.

   Nerves of Steel

The character always reacts calmly, even in the 
most stressful and critical situations.

    Hand-to-Hand Combat

The Hand-to-Hand Combat Skill is not used to work 
on Objectives. Instead, it allows the character  to 
use his Current Combat Value when attacking an 
adjacent enemy on the same Pathfinding Path, even 
without a Hand-to-Hand Weapon.

Engineering        Use a radio transmitter

Engineering + Nerves of Steel       Send an important warning message

Engineering + Command       Send an urgent call for reinforcements

Engineering + Weaponry       Communicate coordinates for a barrage  

         of artillery

Engineering + Mechanics       Intercept a radio transmission

.........................................................................................
................

Sneak         Steal secret codes

Sneak + Archaeology       Steal an archaeological relic

Sneak + Strategy        Steal a classified military map

Sneak + Nerves of Steel       Steal top secret files

.........................................................................................
..................

Weaponry + Engineering       Plant a time bomb

Weaponry + Sneak              Hide explosive charges

Archaeology + Nerves of Steel Activate an Obscura Cardinal  

   Cornerstone

Archaeology + Reasoning Decipher occult inscriptions

.........................................................................................
..........

Dexterity   Search a Crate with a double bottom

Dexterity + Weaponry Examine weapons

Dexterity + Mechanics Examine spare parts

Dexterity + Archaeology Examine archaeological objects

Dexterity + Nerves of Steel Rifle through top secret documents

.........................................................................................
...........

Mechanics  Set up an electric generator

Mechanics + Weaponry Start up a broken auxiliary generator

Mechanics + Sneak  Discreetly short-circuit an electric  

   circuit board

Each Objective Circle on the game board makes sense given its context on the map. Objective Tokens placed near an electric generator will tend 
to involve Mechanics, for instance. Next to a radio transmitter, they will relate to Engineering, and at an Ancient Greek dig site, they will revolve 
around Archaeology. Each supplementary Skill on a Main Objective defines that mission even more precisely. The following table gives some ex-
amples of how you might interpret various Skill combinations:
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The versatility of the various Objective Tokens allows you to imagine a stunning breadth of action as you play. You can create  
dramatic scenarios based on the Objectives in each game, making each game a unique adventure.

This brings out the best in Tannhäuser’s Story Mode. The Tannhäuser universe – your universe – will evolve and develop thanks to 
your own imagination.

To help you get started, her are two sample scenarios that might have been created normally with Setup Rolls in Story Mode.

With surprise and darkness on our 
side, disguise and a few Reich uni-
forms could facilitate the Commandos’ 
entry into the communication rooms.

Colonel Hardford’s briefing was clear: 
Decipher the Obscura Korps’s latest 
transmissions by finding the Enigma, 
their infamous, ingenious coding 
machine. 

Luck will not be enough to counter the 
expertly trained troops of the Reich. 
An advantage could be gained by cut-
ting the power on the ground floor.

Union Objectives

Numerous reports and documents 
concerning the archaeological dig on 
Patmos Island are currently stored 
in the compound. Before the Union 
can get its hands on them, they need 
to be replaced by false documents in 
order to launch an ingenious counter-
intelligence trap. 

The surprise attack of the Marine Spe-
cial Forces must not disorganize the 
defensive layout. To assure maximum 
security and maintain lighting, the 
auxiliary generator must be activated. 

The General’s office must be secured, 
as it contains crucial maps that could 
reveal the locations of the 13th Cen-
tral European Division’s secret bases.

Reich Objectives

MAP A  (Ground Floor)   

To make good their escape, Captain 
MacNeal’s unit must take control 
of the elevator lift installed by the 
archaeological team.

As we feared, the secret passage in the 
chapel leads to one of the four Cardinal 
Obscura Cornerstones. The survival of 
all mankind may depend on a few feet 
of fuse wire. Everything must be de-
stroyed, before it is too late.

Crucial documents are hidden in 
the desk of the dig site’s Director of 
Operations. They must be stolen and 
delivered to Union Intelligence. 

Union Objectives

An important occult relic is still 
stored among the crates from Patmos 
Island. It must be retrieved and 
secured before it falls into enemy 
hands.

Nothing must be allowed to delay the 
opening of the Cardinal Obscura Cor-
nerstone portal! The demonic glyphs 
must be deciphered in order to dis-
cover a way to communicate with the 
powerful beings of the underworld. 

Hauptmann van der Agerr must be 
notified by radio that his troops are 
needed immediately to secure the 
perimeter zone around the castle.

Reich Objectives
MAP B (Catacombs)
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Weapon Types are groups of arms that have common effects. The general rules for each Weapon Type are provided be-

low, and are supplemented by the specific rules for each particular weapon, found in the characters’ equipment Packs. 

Hand-to-Hand Weapons allow your character to attack a target 

standing adjacent to him, and on the same Path, using his Current 

Combat Value. As explained on page 16, if your character attacks an 

adjacent character and does not have a Hand-to-Hand Weapon, he 

must use his lowest Combat Value. 

If you character has the Hand-to-Hand Combat Skill, he is always 

treated as having a Hand-to-Hand Weapon.

Some Hand-to-Hand Weapons give bonuses to the number of successes 

achieved on a Combat Roll.
  

Close Combat Weapons have a minimum range of 2 (i.e., there must be 

at least one circle between the attacker and the defender).  The target 

must be on the same Path as the attacker. 

The precision of certain Close Combat Weapons adds bonuses to dice 

rolled during Combat Rolls.

Automatic Weapons have a minimum range of 3 (i.e., there must be at 

least two circles between the attacker and the defender). The target 

must be on the same Path as the attacker. 

The increased firing cadence on certain Automatic Weapons allows the 

character to add a bonus to his Current Combat Value.

Heavy Weapons have a minimum range of 4 (i.e., there must be at 

least three circles between the attacker and the defender). The target 

must be on the same Path as the attacker. . 

Characters who don’t have Athletics Skill move with their lowest 

Movement Value when carrying a Heavy Weapon. 

A character may not Counterattack or use Extra Ammunition when 

using a Heavy Weapon.

The firepower of these weapons inflicts Automatic Wounds on adver-

saries, which are applied after the Shock Roll and cannot be countered 

by it.

A Grenade is thrown onto a free circle (i.e., one without a character) 
that is a minimum of four spaces away (that is, there must be at least 
three circles between the attacker and the empty circle). The target 
circle must be on the same Path as the attacker. 

Place a Debris Token that gives a 1-point Movement penalty to the 
targeted circle, and discard the Grenade from the Character Sheet. 

Make a separate Combat Roll for each character, friend or foe, standing 
on a circle adjacent to the blast, whether on the same Path or not. Each 
of these characters also suffers an Automatic Wound, which is applied 
after the Shock Roll, and cannot be countered by it.

A character cannot Counterattack with a grenade.

 
Hermetica is occult knowledge that creates strange, demonic effects. 
Individual Hermetica are invoked during an Action Phase.

Choose an empty circle (i.e., one without a  character) on the same 
Path as the character invoking the Hermetica. Place the corresponding 
Hermetica Token on that circle. It corrupts all circles on its Path(s), 
and its effects are applied immediately across that entire area. The 
Hermetica Token remains and its effects are continuous, but it does 
not affect movement, and a character may end his movement on the 
token’s circle. If the character who invoked a given Hermetica dies, its 
effects end immediately and its token is removed from the game board.

Only one Hermetica may affect any given Path at once. An additional 
Hermetica cannot be invoked on a Path already affected by one.

Smoke Screen Grenades are used during an Action Phase. Choose an 
empty circle (i.e., one without a character) situated on the same Path 
and place a Smoke Screen Token there. The entire Path immediately 
fills with smoke. Discard the Smoke Screen Grenade Token from the 
Character Sheet.

All characters on a smoke-filled Path suffer a penalty to their Current 
Combat and Stamina Values. A character standing directly on a Smoke 
Screen Token suffers a 5-point penalty to each, and characters on other 
circles of the same Path suffer a 3-point penalty. Penalties due to smoke 

can never reduce a characteristic’s Current Value below 1, however.

The effects of multiple Smoke Screen Grenades are not cumulative; 

each character is affected by the worst applicable smoke penalty only.

Once a Smoke Screen Grenade is thrown, it cannot be picked back up.

IX.   Weapon Types

1.   Hand-to-Hand Weapons

2. Close Combat Weapons

3. Automatic Weapons

5. Grenades

6. Hermetica

7. Smoke Screen Grenades

4. Heavy Weapons
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Mein Herr,

Please accept the latest report transmissions from Blutsturm Division Investigator Eva Krämer. We have lost contact with her and are unable to locate or communicate with the liaison officer on site. The communications blackout is total: the entire 13th Occult Division is cut off from all of our standard and paranormal means of communication.

Saturday, October 1st: 18h17

--- Confirmation of my arrival at the Wroclaw Barracks approximately 18h00 --- I am greeted coldly by the Marquis Von Heïzinger who does not seem to appreciate my presence; he seems to have doubts as to the motives of my mission --- preparation for the mission goes as planned without incident --- The relics brought in from Patmos Island by Zeppelin Battleship this afternoon have just been safely disembarked --- The convoy has been programmed for departure tomorrow morning at 6h00 ---

Sunday, October 2nd: 21h15

--- We fell into an ambush this morning on the outskirts of a village called Ksiaz --- Automatic weapon fire and grenades were targeting the Marquis Von Heïzinger’s vehicle  --- As if by miracle, the Marquis was untouched --- I immediately neutralized and proceeded with standard interrogation of this local resistance to assure that they had known nothing of our mission --- Von Heïzinger escorted the terrorists to the village plaza and personally took charge of their summary execution --- In the name of the Obscura Korps, he unleashed a part of the power tamed from the Hermetica --- You can imagine the effect that the spontaneous combustion of the prison-ers’ writhing bodies had on the local populace ---  Von Heïzinger seems disturbed by this assassination attempt and has started showing trouble-some signs of acute paranoia --- The public manifestation of the Hermetica powers has compromised the secrecy of our mission ---

Monday, October 3rd: 14h30

--- Yesterday’s incident has obliged us to set up a one-kilometer security perimeter around the convoy, mobilizing the major part of our detach-ment --- As planned, early this morning, we have taken and secured Ksiaz Castle. Its occupants, according to Von Heïzinger elucidations, are a Romanian aristocratic family, sprouting from a branch of the Brasov Tree, and have seemingly fled shortly before our arrival --- The castle was left deserted, which made installation of our equipment a routine matter --- Von Heïzinger has been acting strangely since our arrival --- Surveillance is particularly difficult because of Karl Zermann, his bodyguard, who never lets him out of his sight ---

Tuesday October 4th: 9h43

In spite of effaced inscriptions on its surface, the translation of the Patmos Amulet seems precise --- The castle of Ksiaz was constructed in the XVIth century upon the vestiges of a temple mentioned by the artifact --- What would seem to be an entryway leading into catacombs was widened within the chapel --- The archaeological team will start their dig in the beginning of the evening --- Von Heïzinger has not eaten since our arrival --- He appears to become more and more psychologically unstable as he approaches his goal ---

Thursday October 6th: 16h20
 
--- Several esoteric objects of great value were brought to the surface from the catacombs yesterday --- Von Heïzinger confiscated them and has locked himself inside his office --- He seems to speak with voices that only he can hear --- I have serious doubts as to his capacity to competently see this mission through to its end --- The forces he is confronting might surpass his mental framework ---

Friday October 7th: 20h33

--- The teams relay themselves without stopping --- Distant screams can be heard from time to time, it is impossible to determine their origin --- An uncomfortable heat has claimed the corridors --- The archaeologists are disconcerted and mutter amongst themselves --- Von Heïzinger seems to have reached his goal, he claims that the discovery we have been seeking for so long is nearly within our grasp --- According to him, the absolute weapon for the glory of the empire lies but meters away --- The atmosphere stinks of paranoia and hysterics ---

23h00

Second message --- Several bodies of our archaeological corps were found mysteriously mummified into stone within one of the galleries --- Abomi-nable sight: fear has overcome the detachment --- Karl Zermann brutally executed two members to regain order and control --- The reaction of Heïz-inger is incoherent --- He is unaffected by the accident and has redoubled his efforts --- This site is indeed cursed ---

Sunday October 9th: 4h35

--- Complete success of the operation --- Von Heïzinger was right, the dis-covered pentagram is the portal through one of the four Obscura Cardinal Cornerstones --- Alert the Kaiser immediately ---

10h19

Second message --- Since the discovery of the portal, several Schocktrup-pen have fallen under the control of a powerful occult entity --- Their state worsens without any apparent reprieve nor sign of a cure --- Demonic stig-mata have appeared all over their bodies --- They obey only Von Heïzinger --- I request immediate permission to relieve him of his command and to take all necessary measures for the security of the operation --- 

13h45

Third Message --- Heïzinger is hysterical --- Has started the ritual ceremony to open the portal --- Requesting volunteers for sacrifice --- gunfire --- com-bat --- explosions --- Situation out of control, send reinforcements… send…

These are the last radio messages sent by Eva Krämer, and two days have now transpired since all contact has ceased with the 13th Occult Division. We have no way of knowing whether the attack came from local resistance, an insurrection or someone else entirely…

Respectfully,  

Lieutenant Franz Woerman

Department: Obscura Korps - Liaison Office
Subject:  Extract from Radio Transmissions – Reported by Eva KrämerOrdered by:  Office of Reichdoktor Hass HrobringerReference: Dossier 103/ Authorization K-18/ Wednesday, October 12th, 1949 

OBJECT:  Interrupted Transmission Reports from Eva Krämer
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The Blutsturm Division counts among their membership the most compe-
tent feminine elements of the Reich. They receive orders directly from and 
report only to the Kaiser. Only the Emperor and the Feldmarschall of their 
Division know the exact number of active Blutsturm Investigators. This 
secrecy ensures a constant state of suspicion and doubt at the Imperial 
Court, allowing the surveillance of aristocratic families whose overzealous 
ambition might lead them astray of the common goal.

Blutsturm Investigators receive special training to prepare them for the 
sorts of intensive activity and “special tasks” with which they are so of-

ten entrusted, including spying, personal protection, and termination. 
Serving as both the Kaiser’s personal army and the High Police to 
the Empire, the Blutsturm Division has two primary roles: to main-
tain surveillance of the high noble military command to assure that 
their occult research does not give them the means to overthrow 
the Kaiser, and to keep the powerful occult forces that they pact 
with in check.

Standing outside of all lines of military hierarchy and feared 
even by high dignitaries, the Investigators’ authority is appar-
ently limitless within the confines of the Empire. 

First spotted at age 9 by Feldmarschall Verra Komstfelder in 
one of the numerous military orphan houses, Eva Krämer 
(registered X-20-32) is to this date one of the most talented 
Investigators in the field. With a stainless steel personality 
and an instinctive gift for combat, it seems there is nothing 
that can scare her away from her objectives. Her extraordi-
nary service record has recently led the Kaiser to give her 

a very important mission in Central Europe…

«Strafe» “Strafe” is the nickname 
Eva has given to her 
weapon of choice, a whip 
into which fine, razor-
sharp blades have been 

directly woven. Like 
Eva, it’s as 
beautiful as it 
is deadly.

Type: Hand-to-Hand Weapon • Strafe’s finesse 
allows its wielder to add 1 additional hit in the 
event of a successful Combat Roll. If Eva (and only 
Eva) uses Strafe and rolls a Natural 10 on a Com-
bat Roll, the target is caught in a stranglehold and 
sustains as many wounds as successes, without 
the benefit of a Shock Roll.
 
Unlike normal Hand-to-Hand Weapons, Strafe 
can target enemies who are either adjacent or 2 
spaces away. The latter can be done even if the 
circle between attacker and target is occupied.Sp
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«Mauser C96» In 43 years of loyal service, the C96, also called the “Conehammer,” has undergone several modifications, the most 
notable being its 9.63mm barrel, its extractor, and its double-cartridge bullet case, all of which have been substan-
tial improvements. 

 «Iron Cross 1st Class»
This grand military distinction is awarded for extreme bravado in critical wartime circumstances.

Thanks to her heroic aura, Eva awards 2 supplementary Bonus Points to your unit, which can be used just like 
Victory Points.

Bonus Points are not exactly like standard Victory Points. If they are not used during play, they are lost at the end 
of the game and subsequently not counted for victory conditions.

«Critical Hit»     

The first pistol to use 10mm Parabellum rounds, its fantastic precision makes it a solid contribution to any Pack.

If she chooses, Eva can re-roll the lowest die in her pool after making any Hand-to-Hand Combat Roll.

Natural 1s cannot be re-rolled.

«Luger P-08»     

Type: Close Combat Weapon • During a Combat Roll, the Luger’s precision adds a 1-point bonus to the result of each 
die (except Natural 1s).

 «Iron Cross 2nd Class» This legendary Prussian decoration instituted by Frederic-Guillaume in 1813 recognizes heroic accomplishment on 
the battlefield.

Thanks to her heroic aura, Eva awards 1 supplementary Bonus Point to your unit, which can be used just like a 
Victory Point.

Bonus Points are not exactly like standard Victory Points. If they are not used during play, they are lost at the end 
of the game and subsequently not counted for victory conditions.

«First Aid Kit» Doctors and field nurses being extremely difficult to find behind enemy lines, some soldiers carry First Aid Kits 
with them into battle so that they can treat their wounds themselves. 

When you use a Victory Point to heal a wound, the First Aid Kit allows you to heal an additional wound. 

Discard the token after use.

«Luger P-08»     
The rules for this item appear in the above Stamina Pack.

The rules for this item appear in the above Stamina Pack.
 «Iron Cross 2nd Class»

«Infiltration» The Blutsturm Investigators have become masters of infiltration and tend to surprise their opponents by showing 
up where and when they are least expected. 

Eva may use any Entry Point on the game board, regardless of the Entry Points chosen by either team after the 
Deployment Roll. She can therefore enter through her enemy’s Entry Point if she wishes.

During the first (and only the first) Game Turn, Eva does not block enemy characters’ movement, and enemy 
characters do not block hers. That is, a Bull Rush need not be made to move through a circle containing an enemy.

Members of the Blutsturm Division have undergone special military training in the art of wounding adversaries in 
extra-sensitive vital points to ensure maximum damage.
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Type: Close Combat Weapon • During a Combat Roll, the Mauser’s precision adds a 2-point bonus to the result of 
each die (except Natural 1s).
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The Marquis General Hermann Von Heïzinger is the product of a long line 
of aristocrats with histories linked to Alchemical Hermetecism. Towards 
the end of the 16th century, his family was among the first to actively 
research the Corpus Hermeticum, a legendary collection of 17 treatises, 

the greater part of which are lost to our era. Dating back to the third 
century before the crucifixion, each treatise concerns itself with 
a stage in the apprenticeship of the manipulation of cosmic rays. 
This Hermetic knowledge has, as its main objective, the evacuation 
of positive energy from physical locations to create voids that then 
immediately fill with negative energy. Such areas, thus corrupted, 
become cracks in reality that lead to the Inferior Worlds… the U-
Worlds.

Some consider the occult cosmology of Alchemical Hermeticism 
proof that the five Majors of the Inferior Worlds left humanity an 
inviting gift. It is said that he who possesses the 17 Hermeticae shall 
have the power to unleash the cohorts of chaos over the face of our 
globe.

Heïzinger’s gifts and powers paved the way for the Reich’s dramatic 
victory over the Union during the attack on Cairo in 1939. They invoked 
the Ninth Plague of Egypt, and the valley fell in less than 48 hours, in 
spite of the 11 regiments of amphibian motorized battleships mobilized 
in defense. Following the massacre, the Khéops Pyramid became the cen-
tral headquarters of the Obscura Korps in North Africa, and Von Heïzinger 
mounted the infamous 13th Division. 

Thanks to the recent discovery of the Patmos Amulet, which reveals 
one the four Obscura Cardinal Cornerstones, Von Heïzinger enjoys the 
Kaiser’s confidence and apparently unlimited financing and resources. 
His mission is now to open the portal and strike a pact with the powerful 
beings of the Inferior Worlds in order to definitively destroy the adversar-
ies of the Empire.

Dating back to the very 
origins of humanity, 
this occult object, which 
shared the destiny of 
Saint John, is the key 
to opening one of the 
four Obscura Cardinal 
Corners.

«Patmos Amulet»

The amulet can target any enemy at a range 
up to Heïzinger’s Current Mental Value plus 1. 
The target need not be on the same Path as the 
Heïzinger. Heïzinger and his target then fight 
a Mental Duel. If Heïzinger wins, the victim is 
overwhelmed by terror. Move that character as 
many circles as Heïzinger rolled successes. If the 
victim had not yet been activated on the current 
Game Turn, use his lowest Characteristic Values 
during his Sequence.

For the remainder of the current Game Turn, the 
terrified character may not use an Action Phase 
(and so may not Bull Rush through enemies). Sp
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«Walther P.38» This semi-automatic pistol first went onto the assembly lines in 1939, and soon became standard fare for Reich 
officers.

Type: Close Combat Weapon

«Sha-Na-Ra» This skull made of pure quartz was discovered in the ruins of a Mayan temple in 1924 by the Union explorer 
Frederick Albert Mitchell-Hedges. Guardian of the sacred fire, it was used during mysterious rituals over 3,600 
years ago.
Choose an adversary located on the General’s Path. A Mental Duel is declared. If Heïzinger loses, there is no effect. 
If he wins, the victim is immolated and receives as many wounds as Heïzinger rolled successes, without being able 
to use a Shock Roll to reduce damage.

Sha-Na-Ra can only be used once per game, even if that one use is unsuccessful.

«Hermetica Umbra»
Hermetica Umbra was one of the first texts written in the Corpus Hermeticum. Whenever it affects a zone, sound 
itself is weakened, as if reality has been altered, attacked by an occult cosmology.

While on the Path corrupted by Hermetica Umbra, all characters with the Obscura Korps Affiliation Symbol gain a 
1-point bonus to their Combat Values.

«Walther P.38»

«The Eye of Tages»
This ring was given to the Etruscans by the djinn Tages of the Tyrrhenian. It was stolen from the secret storage 
alcoves of the British Museum by Special Investigator Yula Korlitz during the aerial attack on London in 1941.

Whenever you use 1 Victory Point to heal a wound, the Moss-Orggnoss Infernal healing powers allow 2 additional 
wounds to be healed.

The Eye of Tages can only be used once per game. 

«Hermetica Occulta» Considered to be one of the most powerful texts discovered to date, the Hermetica Occulta transforms ambient 
cosmic energy into a veritable occult psychic shield.

While on the Path corrupted by Hermetica Occulta, all characters with the Obscura Korps Affiliation Symbol gain a 
1-point bonus to their Mental Values.

«Generalleutnant» Approaching the highest military echelons, a lieutenant general is a superior officer who has proven his bravery, his 
authority, and his tactical expertise.

During the Deployment Roll, the Generalleutnant rank offers a 6-point bonus to the die result. This bonus is cumula-
tive with officer bonuses from other characters.

«Hermetica Atra»
Whenever the words of the 9th text of the 

Corpus Hermeticum are uttered, demonic insignia scratch themselves 
upon the walls of the room as if engraved by invisible, hysterical hands.

While on the Path corrupted by Hermetica Atra, all characters with the Obscura Korps Affiliation Symbol gain a 
1-point bonus to their Stamina Values.
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«Walther P.38»

The rules for this item appear in the above Combat Pack.

The rules for this item appear in the above Combat Pack.
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Rumor has it that while Karl Zermann was on assignment 
as a Military Police officer near the Mesopotamian ruins 

of An Najaf, the Grand Corrupter Ghnoss’Goloss touched 
and tainted him, for at the exact moment when the 
archeological team he was protecting revealed an  
immense ritual altar, a shearing light wave of energy, 
followed by bloodcurdling screams, engulfed the area. 
Karl’s face and arms were instantaneously covered 
with open wounds and strange occult writings, as 
if an invisible, red-hot iron had burned them on his 
skin. Stranger still, the Luger that he had been hold-
ing in his hand became covered with similar, though 

more finely engraved, cabalistic inscriptions.

It was only several days later that the massacre was discov-
ered. The archeologists and garrison soldiers had been killed to the 

very last man, save one. Their bodies had been savagely mutilated: 
Searing, phosphorescent holes had been punched though their 
chests, and their flesh bore fresh demonic stigmata.

The only survivor, Karl Zermann, found half-conscious, was 
babbling only “OZO… Ozo… ozo.…” This was later found 

to be the third name of the Corruptor Guardian. To 
this day, Karl’s Luger possesses strange powers, 
the most surprising being that it no longer needs 
ammunition. It instead fires ghostly bullets 

capable of finding their targets no matter where 
they hide…

Persuaded that Ozo himself has been incarnated in 
Karl’s body, Marquis General Von Heïzinger enlisted 
him in the 13th Occult Division as his personal 

bodyguard. Many view Zermann as living proof of the 
budding alliance between the Reich and the U-Worlds…

«Doom»     Rumor has 
it that the 

spirit of 
Ghnoss’Goloss itself 

touched Karl Zermann: His 
weapon was covered with de-
monic writings and since then 
possesses terrifying powers. 

Type: Close Combat Weapon • This Borchardt C-93 
gives a 1-point to the result of each die in a Combat 
Roll. It fires phantomatic tracking projectiles, which 
are capable of targeting enemies on other Paths (as 
well as enemies on the same Path). 

Doom cannot use Extra Ammunition. Doom’s 
minimum range is 2, and its maximum range is 
Karl’s Current Mental Value plus 1. Phantomatic 
bullets do not go through walls and must move 
legally along Paths.Sp
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«Stielhandgranate»
Its wooden handle inspired the Union troops to nickname the Stielhandgranate “Potato Masher.”

Type: Grenade

«Supernatural Strength» In spite of its legendary power, the Sacre Nosfero demon was thrown back into the netherworlds by Saint Matthew 
of Briac during the first crusade for Jerusalem. The demon’s mark transforms the blood of his followers into a 
blackened and viscous substance that doubles their muscular force.

When making a Hand-to-Hand Combat Roll, this character always uses his highest Combat Value.  

Only Hand-to-Hand Combat attacks benefit from this bonus.

«Immunity to Pain» The U-Worlds are overflowing with beings that are unnameable. Whenever the mark of Kazul, who is the first 
guardian of Nosfero, is placed upon a character’s skin, he becomes incredibly resistant to pain. 

Whenever this character makes a Shock Roll, he uses his highest Stamina Value.

«Stielhandgranate»

«Celerity» Beings under the influence of Ghnoss’Goloss, who is one of the four Majors of the U-Worlds, find their speed and 
reflexes increased substantially.

No matter how many wounds Karl Zermann has suffered, he uses the highest Movement Value on his Character 
Sheet to determine his movement points. 

«First Aid Kit» 

Lieutenants are either young officers in training or older, experienced field staff who have been promoted thanks 
to their aptitude for command. 

When you use a Victory Point to heal a wound, the First Aid Kit allows you to heal an additional wound. 

Discard the token after use.

«Stielhandgranate»

«Oberleutnant»

During the Deployment Roll, the rank of Oberleutnant awards a 4-point bonus to the die result.

This bonus is not cumulative with bonuses from other ranked characters.

«Ringkragen»
This military police insignia is a symbol of authority, discipline, and loyalty to the Emperor. It is awarded to 
Kopfjägers who maintain order among the troops of the Reich. 

A memento from his days in the Feldgendarmerie, this military police badge gives Officer Zermann self-assurance 
and psychological fortitude. Consider his Mental Characteristic column to have the following Values: 6, 6, 5, 5. 

Doctors and field nurses being extremely difficult to find behind enemy lines, some soldiers carry First Aid Kits 
with them into battle so that they can treat their wounds themselves. 
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The rules for this item appear in the above Combat Pack.
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Only the most talented and disciplined members of the Obscura Korps can 
aspire to one day join the elite Shock Troop corps. Each member is person-
ally selected by his Division General after serving as his personal guard. 
It is not uncommon to see Schocktruppen with different uniforms and 
insignia from one Division to another. The differing dress denotes their 
allegiance to one imperial family or another. 

Though Schocktruppen insignia vary, their primary function remains 
the same: to protect with their lives the members of the nobility as-

signed to the Obscura Korps. Shock Troops are also called upon to 
protect archeological dig sites, as well as transportation convoys 
of priceless esoteric relics. Their mysterious training program at 
Wiligür Castle near Bremen remains a mystery to the intelligence 
services of the Union. As the spearhead of the Obscura Korps, 
each Schocktruppen is familiarized with the occult forces and 

demonic powers of the U-Worlds.

Officer van der Agerr, a veritable hero among the Shock 
Troops, was recently decorated by the Kaiser himself 
with one of the Empire’s highest distinctions. The famous 

Knight’s Cross – a medal sporting crossed swords on a 
field of oak leaves and an honor coveted by generals – was 
awarded to this common trooper for his courage in the face of 
danger during the archeological expedition on Patmos Island. 
He enabled the Reich to recover a unique amulet that led the 
13th Occult Division to Ksiaz Castle. The dig there unearthed 
the catacombs that hold one of the four Obscura Cardinal Cor-
nerstones.

«Mad Minute»     In all combat conditions, 
against any enemy, even 

when using makeshift 
weaponry, the “Mad Min-
ute” is a technique that 
enables Schocktruppen 
to hold their positions 
and spray bullets over 

anything that moves.

The character gains a 2-point bonus on the dice 
results during a Combat Roll. “Keep Firing” and 
“Mad Minute” can be combined, and the effects 
are cumulative.

A character who uses “Mad Minute” must remain 
stationary during his Sequence. “Mad Minute” 
can only be used with Close Combat Weapons and 
Automatic Weapons.Sp
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«MP 40»
The MP40 is a very reliable weapon. Its retractable metal cross also makes it extremely practical to transport. 
Over 6 million units have been manufactured. It is the standard weapon of the Empire.

Type: Automatic Weapon • Thanks to its rapid-firing cadence, the MP40 adds a 1-point bonus to the Current Combat 
Value of its firer.
 

«Stielhandgranate»
Its wooden handle inspired the Union troops to nickname the Stielhandgranate “Potato Masher.”

Type: Grenade

«Keep Firing» “For our Emperor! Fire! Fiiiire! Fiiiirrrrrre!”

The character receives a 1-point bonus to die results on Combat Rolls. “Keep Firing” and “Mad Minute” bonuses are 
cumulative.

In order to use “Keep Firing,” the character must have attacked a target on the same Path as the current target 
with the same weapon on the previous Game Turn. “Keep Firing” can only be used with a Close Combat Weapon or 
an Automatic Weapon.

«MP 40»

«Extra Ammunition» 

After a Combat Roll, if the results are unsatisfactory, your character may make a rapid reload in order to roll a 
second attack. Only the results of the second attack are taken into account.

Extra rounds are carried either in reinforced cloth beltpacks or directly in soldiers’ pockets.

You may not use Extra Ammunition during a Counterattack. Discard the token after use.

«First Aid Kit» 
Doctors and field nurses being extremely difficult to find behind enemy lines, some soldiers carry First Aid Kits 
with them into battle so that they can treat their wounds themselves. 

When you use a Victory Point to heal a wound, the First Aid Kit allows you to heal an additional wound. 

Discard the token after use.
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When the first of the four Obscura Cardinal Cornerstones was discov-
ered, the positive energy chains that held it closed were partially cor-
rupted. Humanity got a glimpse, for a brief instant, of what the beings of 
the Superior Planes had hidden from them for millions of years. Powerful 

negative energy streams danced around the portal, corrupting – 
for several seconds – reality itself. Encircled by his faithful 
and intransigent Schocktruppen during the wave of general 

panic that ensued, Hermann Von Heïzinger frenetically 
recited his Hermetica with the intent of harnessing 

these dark, abyssal forces.

Monn’Orgoss, the Legionnaire of the Deep, was 
the first to answer Heïzinger’s call. He taint-

ed the souls of the nearby Schocktrup-
pen, transforming them into Stosstrup-
pen: half-man, half-demon creatures. A 
deathly omen for future battlefields had 
come into existence…

To learn more about Stosstruppen, visit 
the Top Secret Tannhäuser file on our web-

site:

www.fantasyflightgames.com/tannhauser.html

«Demon Taint»     

Coming into proximity 
with U-World beings can 
twist weaker spirits, 
transforming them into 
killing machines. Their 
hands sometimes even 
grow claws, a reflection 
of the nightmares that 
haunt their souls.

Type: Hand-to-Hand Weapon • Demon Taint allows 
the character to add 1 additional hit in the event of 
a successful Combat Roll. This bonus is cumulative 
with the bonus provided by the Combat Knife.
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«Combat Knife»  
Combat Knives are particularly deadly, sporting a long blade honed to a razor-sharp edge.

Type: Hand-to-Hand Weapon • A clever design allows the character add 1 additional hit in the event of a 
successful Combat Roll.

«Supernatural Strength» In spite of its legendary power, the Sacre Nosfero demon was thrown back into the netherworlds by 
Saint Matthew of Briac during the first crusade for Jerusalem. The demon’s mark transforms the 
blood of his followers into a blackened and viscous substance that doubles their muscular force.

When making a Hand-to-Hand Combat Roll, this character always uses his highest Combat Value.  

Only Hand-to-Hand Combat attacks benefit from this bonus.

«Immunity to Pain»  
The U-Worlds are overflowing with beings that are unnameable. Whenever the mark of Kazul, who is the 
first guardian of Nosfero, is placed upon a character’s skin, he becomes incredibly resistant to pain. 

Whenever this character makes a Shock Roll, he uses his highest Stamina Value.

«Not Dead Yet»      The chasm of Achrakat is infested with Inferior Demons of the fall. Their followers who are killed in 
combat are immediately possessed, as occult spirits command their bodies to rise again. 

Discard this token immediately if the Stosstruppen receives a wound that causes his death. The char-
acter does not die, but his Health Indicator is placed on the last row of his Character Sheet. If he has 
not yet been activated this Game Turn, you can activate him and play his Sequence normally.
This power may only be used once per game. After using it, the character may not use Immunity to 
Pain, Supernatural Strength, or Celerity, and may not cancel wounds or Counterattack. 

«Celerity»  Beings under the influence of Ghnoss’Goloss, one of the four Majors of the U-Worlds, find their speed 
and reflexes increased substantially.

No matter how many wounds the Stosstruppen has suffered, he uses the highest Movement Value on 
his Character Sheet to determine his movement points. 
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The rules for this item appear in the above Combat Pack.
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John MacNeal is one of the most brilliant soldiers of the Marine Special 
Forces. In older days, he was the heavyweight boxing champion of his regi-
ment, and he spent his military training at the academy on Coney Island, 
where he finished third in his class.

But it was in the field where his fearlessness and courage were brought 
to light. In the winter of 1946, his command abilities were noted during 
the White-Blizzard operation. He maneuvered his commando unit behind 
enemy lines and destroyed five bunkers on the Atlantes Wall. That 
audacious operation allowed the 101st and 123rd Sherman battalions to 
make a remarkable breach before being ignominiously repulsed by the 
Phantom-Panzers of Feldmarschall Rommel.

Wounded and decorated several times, Captain MacNeal was named 
Officer of the Year in 1948. He earned this distinction after a heroic 
assault where he single-handedly destroyed three 292mm Panzer flak 
cannons on the island coasts of Lampadosa.

A man of irreproachable character, his natural charisma makes him a 
born leader. Extremely appreciated by his men, he has returned victo-

rious from every mission he has been assigned, no matter how dan-
gerous. Afraid of nothing, this officer possesses that unique blend 

of talent, experience, and skill that makes him a first choice for 
any mission on any theater of operations 

on the planet, or under it…

Officer John MacNeal is currently 
assigned to the Portland, Maine,  

military base.

«Nighteyes»    This HB-4 Modified Vision 
helmet is a prototype 
constructed using a piece 
of lens salvaged from a 

mysterious machine 
discovered in New 
Mexico. Once con-
nected to a power-

ful enough battery, 
it confers enhanced 

sight on its wearer.

Nighteyes permits the character to ignore all 
Smoke Grenade penalties. Also, on any successful 
Combat Roll with a Close Combat Weapon or 
Automatic Weapon, Nighteyes adds 1 additional hit.
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«Flash-gun MKI» A prototype constructed using elements from several standard Union weapons, coupled to a battery-
powered propulsion unit that kicks in during fire, the Flash-gun shoots high-velocity rounds capable of 
piercing the strongest armor. 

Natural 10s rolled on re-rolls do not activate the Flash-gun’s power. 

Type: Automatic Weapon • If you roll at least one Natural 10 on a Combat Roll, and your target does not 
roll at least one Natural 10 on the corresponding Shock Roll, he is killed instantly.

«Combat Infantry Badge»The Combat Infantry Badge is awarded to soldiers whose performance under fire is considered 
exemplary for the rest of the regiment.

Thanks to this badge, consider John MacNeal’s Combat characteristic column to have the following 
Values: 6, 6, 5, 5.

«Medal Of Honor» Created on December 12th, 1861, this decoration is the Union’s highest military distinction. Congress 
honored Officer MacNeal with the medal for an act of extreme bravery in the face of the enemy, when he 
risked his life above and beyond the requirements of duty during the attack on the island of Lampadosa.

Announce the Medal’s use at any moment. Until the end of the Game Turn, John MacNeal uses his 
highest Combat, Mental, and Movement Values, regardless of his current health status. 

You may only use the Medal of Honor once per game.

«Flash-gun MKI»

«Expert Infantry Badge»
The Expert Infantry Badge is awarded to officers and soldiers for spectacular performance in their 
physical exams in training camp. 

Thanks to this badge, consider John MacNeal’s Stamina characteristic column to have the following 
Values: 5, 5, 5, 5.

«Medal Of Honor»

«Colt 45 1911 A1» This firearm functions with a short kickback of the central canon. It shoots 55-s caliber ammunition 
lodged in an integrated charger that holds 9 shots. Several versions have been manufactured in series; 
the 1911 A1 is the latest in a long and successful line.

Type: Close Combat Weapon • During a Combat Roll, the precision of the Colt 45 offers a 2-point bonus 
to the result of each die (except for Natural 1s).

«Captain» Captains are hardy officers, born to command. Present on front-line operations, their leadership,  
initiative, and experience often decide the outcome of a battle.

During the Deployment Roll, the rank of Captain allows you to add a 4-point bonus to the die result. 
This bonus is cumulative with the bonuses of other ranking characters.

«Silver Star»
Created on July 9th, 1918, the Star Citation became a medal on August 3rd, 1932. It is given to 
acknowledge acts of extreme bravery in the face of the enemy.

Thanks to his heroics, John MacNeal awards 2 supplementary Bonus Points to your unit, which can be 
used just like Victory Points.

Bonus Points are not exactly like standard Victory Points. If they are not used during play, they are 
lost at the end of the game and subsequently not counted for victory conditions.
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The rules for this item appear in the above Combat Pack.
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The son of Sergeant Major Otis Brown, who fell in combat  in the 26th year 
of the war, Barry Daniel Brown signed up for duty in the Union Army at 
the age of 16. 

A veritable force of nature, Brown’s audacity earned the attention of his 
superiors in the 82nd Marines Destruction Squad. As a Heavy Weaponry 
Specialist, he served with a mobile artillery unit on the Old Continent 

from 1944 to 1948. He has personally recorded 78 enemy armored 
vehicle kills. 

Brown’s service record carries a few blemishes. A stubborn 
and difficult character, notorious insubordination and 

constant insolence were the cause of several 
successive demotions. Nicknamed “Boomer,” 
this low-ranking officer was integrated 

into the 42nd Marine Special Forces 
last year. During combat, he echoes 
the unfaltering confidence of his 

commanding officer in all 
situations.

Sergeant Brown is 
currently serving a 
three-week sentence 
in the Peaks Island 
penitentiary for a 

violent altercation with 
a Military Police lieutenant.

«Flash Machine Gun A6a»     The thick casing of this 
experimental weapon 
was inspired by 
the design of the 
Browning A6, and 
hides a battery of 

sophisticated accumu-
lators. Its impressive 

rate of fire is fed by a 
semi-rigid ammo chain of 
1500 rounds.

Type: Heavy Weapon • If you roll at least one Natu-
ral 10 on a Combat Roll, and your target does not 
roll at least one Natural 10 on the corresponding 
Shock Roll, he is killed instantly. In addition, no 
matter what the result of the target’s Shock Roll, 
he sustains 1 Automatic Wound.

Natural 10s rolled on re-rolls do not activate the 
Flash Machine Gun’s power. Sp
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«Knife» All sorts of knives are carried by soldiers heading into combat. The standard model measures 25cm 
and sports a carbon steel blade that can hold an extremely sharp edge.

Type: Hand-to-Hand Weapon

«BA-27»
The energy requirements of Ilirium-powered equipment pushed Union engineers to develop the BA-27 
battery line, capable of absorbing resistance surges when condensers are coupled in series.

This power supply, when connected to his Flash Machine Gun, allows Sergeant Brown to kill his target 
instantly on a Natural 9 or 10 on a Combat Roll, if the enemy does not roll at least one Natural 10 on 
the corresponding Shock Roll.

«MKII A1» Whenever a MKII A1 fragmentation grenade explodes, it releases a large number of extremely lethal 
metal shards over a large area.

Type: Grenade 

«Incredible Strength» Many soldiers graduating from the training camps of the Marine Destruction Squad continue to 
exercise intensely on a daily basis. Their extra muscular mass enables them to carry the imposing 
heavy weaponry the Union is famous for.

When he makes a Shock Roll, Barry Daniel Brown may re-roll the die with the lowest result (except 
Natural 1s).

«BA-27»

«First Aid Kit» Doctors and field nurses being extremely difficult to find behind enemy lines, some soldiers carry 
First Aid Kits with them into battle so that they can treat their wounds themselves. 

When you use a Victory Point to heal a wound, the First Aid Kit allows you to heal an additional wound. 
Discard the token after use.

«Smith & Wesson 1917»
A double-action revolver, this weapon has been mass-produced since 1917 for the regular troops of the 
Union.

Type: Close Combat Weapon • During a Combat Roll, the precision of the S&W allows its firer to add a 
1-point bonus to the result of each die (except Natural 1s).

«Sergeant» Sergeants are lower-ranking Union staff officers who have worked their way up from the mud and grit. 
They have tremendous combat experience, having once been common soldiers. These veterans serve as 
both guides and mentors to new recruits.

During the Deployment Roll, the rank of Sergeant allows you to add a 2-point bonus to the die result. 
This bonus is cumulative with the bonuses of other ranking characters.

«MKII A1»
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The daughter of Navajo chief Helaku Aponi, Commander of the 7th Signal 
Corps Battalion, Tala was born on a military base in Mexico where her 

parents were killed during the bombing of 1936, in the 22nd year 
of the war. Then an adolescent, she was entrusted to her grand-

father, a veteran of the 3rd Engineering Combat Battalion. He 
taught her how to handle explosives. By the age of 14 she 
could construct and dismantle an H3 bomb. She enrolled in 
the Union Engineering Military School in 1946. Naturally tal-

ented, her knowledge and technique were superior to those of 
her instructors – a lethal combination with her rebel nature, at 

least according to Regiment Colonel Redmond. 

Refusing a career as a scientific officer, systematically disobeying all 
orders, and following her own stubborn initiative, she was deemed to 
have  too little experience and too much youthful insolence for a research 
post. Branded unstable and risky, when her file was presented to Captain 
MacNeal last year, he enlisted her immediately into his 42nd MSF unit 
as a Sabotage Specialist. Difficult to live with in most other situations, 
Corporal Aponi shines in the face of danger, and her courage and nerves 
of steel make her an exemplary battlefield companion. Her quick-thinking 
mind has proved indispensable to her unit on any mission that requires 
both finesse and firepower.

Tala’s troublesome habit of bringing custom-designed bombs on Engineer-
ing Corps missions has forced Division General Lamsbury to put her  
under military arrest on several occasions. 

«TNT  440gr»   
Corporal Aponi has 
been demoted several 
times by the Military 
Engineering Corps for 
using non-regulation 
explosives. 

Type: Grenade • Use a 2-point debris counter rather 
than a 1-point debris counter for this explosive.
Also, all Shock Rolls to avoid damage suffer a 1-
point penalty on each die. Furthermore, regardless 
of the results of their Shock Rolls, all characters 
situated on circles adjacent to the blast suffer 2 
Automatic Wounds, rather than 1 (as is normal for 
Grenades).

The complexity of this bomb requires that the char-
acter using it has Engineering Skill.Sp
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«Submachine Gun  M3» The M3 Submachine Gun is fed by a magazine containing 30 rounds; it functions without an arming 
lever. Its particular shape inspired its most popular nickname, the “Grease Gun.”

Type: Automatic Weapon • Thanks to its rapid rate of fire, the M3 provides a 1-point bonus to the Current 
Combat Value of its firer.

«M15»
An M15 consists of a white phosphor charge contained in a steel cylinder casing with a M6 A3 firing 
pin. The thick smoke let off by this grenade is used primarily to block enemy lines of sight.

Type: Smoke Screen Grenade

«Extra Ammunition»
Extra rounds are carried either in reinforced cloth beltpacks or directly in soldiers’ pockets.

After a Combat Roll, if the results are unsatisfactory, your character may make a rapid reload in order 
to roll a second attack. Only the results of the second attack are taken into account.

You may not use Extra Ammunition during a Counterattack. Discard the token after use.

«Smith & Wesson 1917»
A double-action revolver, this weapon has been mass-produced since 1917 for the regular troops of the 
Union.

Type: Close Combat Weapon • During a Combat Roll, the precision of the S&W allows its firer to add a 
1-point bonus to the result of each die (except Natural 1s).

«M15»

«Shot of Morphine» This little metal tube, complete with a pre-sterilized needle, is standard-issue equipment for Union 
airborne regiments. The morphine within instantly soothes pain, facilitating the intervention of field 
medical personnel.

Whenever you use a Victory Point to heal a wound, you can use the Shot of Morphine to heal an  
additional wound. Alternatively, Tala may use the Shot of Morphine during her Action Phase to heal 
two wounds for another character, who must be on an adjacent circle on her Path. (This also costs a 
Victory Point.) Discard the token after either type of use.

«Smith & Wesson 1917»

«Corporal» After several military operations, first-class soldiers are often promoted to Corporal, the lowest officer 
rank in the Union armed forces.

During the Deployment Roll, the rank of Corporal allows you to add a 1-point bonus to the die result. 
This bonus is cumulative with the bonuses of other ranking characters.

«First Aid Kit»
Doctors and field nurses being extremely difficult to find behind enemy lines, some soldiers carry 
First Aid Kits with them into battle so that they can treat their wounds themselves. 

When you use a Victory Point to heal a wound, the First Aid Kit allows you to heal an additional wound. 
Discard the token after use.
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Somewhere over the Atlantic, October 9th, 1949:

 “Hey, Cap’n John?”
 “Yeah?”
 “I gotta question. How did ya get the Ministry to let us have all 
these toys before Christmas? This stuff smells Top Secret and experimen-
tal. Aren’t they supposed to stay on the base?”
 “Yes, boys, they’re on loan…”
 “This guy in Military Intelligence was tellin’ me that their rate 
of fire is twice as fast as our M3 oil pumps and that their barrels still stay 
cold as a witch’s behind!”

(LAUGHS)

 “Light, reliable, easy to carry… these are hot, Cap! Hey Tala, 
look at me all handsome, holdin’ me a hell spitter!”
 “That’s nothin’, guys. You haven’t seen the Protector Shields. 
Their energy generators can stop a 10mm Parabellum bullet dead in its 
tracks…”
 “You gotta be kiddin’ me, Captain! Where are they? In the crates 
back there?”
 “Yep!”
 “I can’t believe General Gregor’s takin’ such a risk, lettin’ this 
stuff cross enemy lines. He’s gotta be scared stiff.”
 “He’s scared alright…”
 “I thought that old bloke had a grudge against us. I figured he’d 
as soon given this to a bunch of school girls on a cake sale than to the 
42nd.”
 “He’s so busy bein’ scared of the Reich that I don’t think he 
really keeps tracks of his arsenal all that well.”
 “Captain? You’re not saying that you up and– Sir?”

 “Well they were just gatherin’ dust…”
 “Captain? No!”

The Commandos of the 
Special Marine Forces 
train hard, subjecting 
themselves to incessant  
forced marches on all 
types of terrain, includ-
ing the most hazardous.

«Keep Moving»    

When a Commando crosses a circle that has a 
Movement penalty, he treats the penalty as if it 
were 1 point lower. 

Examples: A Debris Token with a 2-point 
Movement penalty is treated as having a 1-point 
penalty. A circle with a 1-point Movement penalty 
has no effect.
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«Flash-gun MKI» A prototype constructed using elements from several standard Union weapons, coupled to a battery-
powered propulsion unit that kicks in during fire, the Flash-gun shoots high-velocity rounds capable of 
piercing the strongest armor. 

Type: Automatic Weapon • If you roll at least one Natural 10 on a Combat Roll, and your target does not 
roll at least one Natural 10 on the corresponding Shock Roll, he is killed instantly.

Natural 10s rolled on re-rolls do not activate the Flash-gun’s power. 

«MKII A1» Whenever a MKII A1 fragmentation grenade explodes, it releases a large number of extremely lethal 
metal shards over a large area.

Type: Grenade

«M15»
An M15 consists of a white phosphor charge contained in a steel cylinder casing with a M6 A3 firing 
pin. The thick smoke let off by this grenade is used primarily to block enemy lines of sight.

Type: Smoke Screen Grenade

«Reising M50» Constructed to help compensate for a lack of Thompson M1A1s, the M50 is used mostly on the 
Southern Pacific Front, notably at Guadalcanal. The M55 (a model with a retractable cross) is 
currently on the assembly lines for the airborne troops.

Type: Automatic Weapon • Thanks to its rapid rate of fire, the M50 provides a 1-point bonus to the 
Current Combat Value of its firer.

«MKII A1»

«Go! Go! GO!» This special movement technique was first improvised on the battlefield before being taught in 
military academies.

The Commando increases his speed by slinging his weapons and equipment on his back. He adds a 
1-point bonus to his Current Movement Value.

Use this at the beginning of the Commando’s Movement Phase. The character forfeits his Action Phase 
and cannot make a Counterattack for the remainder of this Game Turn.
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The rules for this item appear in the above Combat Pack.
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The 42nd Marine Special Forces is a unit with a code of its 
own, made up mostly of strong-willed, bar-fighting rogues of 

the most colorful sort.

Regularly arrested for altercations with the Military Police, this 
heterodox group of thirty or so soldiers is by far one of the most 
reliable Commando units in the Union. Returning victorious 
from the most dangerous of missions, their reputation has 

reached well beyond the coasts of the Atlantic.

The Commandos Delta are brilliantly commanded by John 
MacNeal, the only officer capable of transforming these chaotic, 
reckless warriors into one of the finest units in the Union. The 
42nd systematically volunteers for every suicide mission that 
comes up – and the farther behind enemy lines, the better. 

Thanks to their combat experience and their incredible courage 
and team spirit, the 42nd is today the Union’s most highly decorated 

detachment, having received more commendations for outstanding 
achievements and bravery in wartime conflict than any other active 
unit.

The Commandos of the 
Special Marine Forces 
train hard, subjecting 
themselves to incessant  
forced marches on all 
types of terrain, includ-
ing the most hazardous.

«Keep Moving»     

When a Commando crosses a circle that has a 
Movement penalty, he treats the penalty as if it 
were 1 point lower. 

Examples: A Debris Token with a 2-point Movement 
penalty is treated as having a 1-point penalty. A 
circle with a 1-point Movement penalty has no 
effect.
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«Smith & Wesson 1917» A double-action revolver, this weapon has been mass-produced since 1917 for the regular troops of the 
Union.

Type: Close Combat Weapon • During a Combat Roll, the precision of the S&W allows its firer to add a 
1-point bonus to the result of each die (except Natural 1s).

Type: Smoke Screen Grenade

«M15» An M15 consists of a white phosphor charge contained in a steel cylinder casing with a M6 A3 firing 
pin. The thick smoke let off by this grenade is used primarily to block enemy lines of sight.

«M15»

«BG-42» This vest contains thin plates of Ilirium, efficiently embedded for maximum protection. When hit by a 
bullet, a battery-powered counter-flux field activates at the entry point, stopping the bullet in its tracks.

If the wearer rolls a Natural 10 on a Shock Roll, he cancels all the hits rolled in the corresponding 
Combat Roll. 

This vest is of no use against Mental or Hand-to-Hand Combat attacks.

«Go! Go! GO!» This special movement technique was first improvised on the battlefield before being taught in 
military academies.

The Commando increases his speed by slinging his weapons and equipment on his back. He adds a 
1-point bonus to his Current Movement Value.

Use this at the beginning of the Commando’s Movement Phase. The character forfeits his Action Phase 
and cannot make a Counterattack for the remainder of this Game Turn.
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The rules for this item appear above. 

The rules for this item appear in the above Combat Pack.
«Smith & Wesson 1917»
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Deep in their secret Siberian bases, the Russian Scientific Security 

Committee has assembled a weapon defying all known physical 

laws, Project Code Name: S.V.A.R.O.G.

During the project’s final testing phase, the laboratory super-

generator suddenly exploded…

Was it an overload? A commando attack? The awakening of  

ancient Slavic deities?

You can be a part of  this exciting adventure in the upcoming 

Tannhäuser supplement OperaTiOn nOvgOrOd.

Incarnate the role of Zor’Ka... Discover the Religious Commissar Irena 
Kravchenko... Stalk the ruins of an Ultra Top Secret Russian research 
center... Master the talents of Major Volkov, a Hero decorated by the people 
with the prestigious Gold Star...

Collect new Equipment, Packs, and Objectives for the Union and the Reich. 
 
Challenge your opponents with new Game Modes and surprising rule variants.

Get your fill of action, heroics, strategy, and suspense.

Find all this and more in Operation Novgorod!

OPERATION 
NOVGOROD
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“Professor…?  Professor…?”

“Uhum… urm… Yes?”

“It’s your turn to speak, Professor. It’s time to proceed with the meeting.”

“Ah, yes. Thank you, kind friend. I think these generals are going to have trouble 
believing their ears…”

Mr. President, Secretaries of State, Congressional Senators, and Generals of the Inter-armies of the Union, sirs… I give you Professor 
Himmelberg.

Erm… ahem. Good day to you all. 

Mr. President, sirs…

I find myself before you at the end of an illustrious year, scattered with discoveries that have met our utmost desires and hopes. As 
you know, barely two years ago in New Mexico, near the Roswell base, an unidentified flying object crashed down in the desert. A few 
weeks later, you yourselves, in this very room, decided upon the direction that the ensuing research would take.

The Scientific Intelligence Office has honored me with the post of Director of the Applied Science Division of Zone 51. It is within 
the bounds of that function that I address you today. Thanks to the unlimited budget contributed by the States of the Union, and to 
the incredible effort exerted by our teams, I am pleased to announce that these two years past have allowed us to produce concrete 
results from our initial research efforts.

In short, sirs, the landing of this craft has been what I consider one of the most incredible events ever to occur with respect to 
humanity. It could well put a definitive end to this war.

The first tangible element that we were able to discover from our initial analysis of the vehicles shell was a material unknown 
on the Mendeleïev Empirical Chart. ‘X225,’ or ‘Ilirium,’ is an alloy made up of non-ferrous metals that do not exist on Earth. Six 
months ago, we were able to create a synthetic equivalent. This new alloy has been dubbed ‘BG-X225.’ Even though it is 70% impure, 
it is extremely promising. The second version, created last July, is only 54% deficient, meaning that it will certainly be exploitable by 
our weapon city-factories in the near future. In spite of the fact that we are confronting technological challenges whose underlying 
scientific principles remain beyond our intellectual grasp, we have succeeded in putting together a new, third alloy that is extremely 
light, is resilient far beyond anything we’ve ever encountered, and has passive quick-cooling properties that are a total mystery. I’m sure 
I do not need to describe the plethora of possible military uses for such a material. 

Ten new automatic rifles – Flash-gun MKI prototypes – have been constructed. They are currently being tested and evaluated at the 
firing range on the Marine Special Forces base in Maine. A protective molded vest and helmet, the latter of which has been equipped 
with part of a lens discovered in the cockpit of the spacecraft, are also being evaluated. For now, the high-energy requirements of the 
BG-X225 alloys require a battery of accumulators that we hope to progressively miniaturize. If our tests are successful, this alloy could 
eventually be used to construct armored vehicles, planes, and seacraft. I’ll leave it to our generals to imagine the potential power of our 
forces in a few years…

I could continue to talk about our discoveries for hours! It suffices to say that the craft in Zone 51 still holds numerous mysteries, 
which I think of, first and foremost, as potential tools for our future victory. You will find, in the files that we have submitted today, all 
the information necessary to evaluate the progress of our research on flight suits, navigational instruments, and semi-liquid fuel. With 
the approval of Congress, the latter could be synthetically produced in a short time, and would allow us replace our old and decaying 
Radium batteries, giving even more autonomy to our M4 Walkers in the field.

The 3rd of July, 1947, will be remembered as the date on which the tides of this war turned decisively. Let us thank our Lord on 
high that this craft crashed on Union soil.

Thank you for your attention, sirs, and good day.
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XI. Glossary

Action Circle: A circle where Crate Tokens are placed. 
Action Phase: A game phase where the character may act (com-
plete missions, attack, search a crate, etc.) during his Sequence 
before, after, or in between movement.  See page 12.
Affiliation Symbol: Indicates attachment to one or more groups, 
units, or regiments in one or more armies. 
Automatic Wound: A wound that cannot be canceled under any 
circumstances; it is applied after the Shock Roll.
Bull Rush: An action by which characters attempt to force their 
way past an opponent-occupied circle. See page 12.
Campaign Date: A marking that determines the Special Packs 
available for a unit. See page 7.
Capture the Flag Game Mode: To win, two enemy flags must be 
captured and returned to base positions. 
Character Sheet: A sheet containing all information necessary to 
equip and play a character. 
Circle: A round game space on the game board, where the action 
takes place!
Combat Characteristic: A statistic that determines a character’s 
attack capabilities.
Combat Roll: A dice roll made when attacking, which determines 
how many times a character hits the target. See page 16.
Counterattack: A technique that allows a character to fight back 
immediately after being attacked on his opponent’s turn at a cost 
of 1 Victory Point. See page 19.
Crate Token: Tokens placed on Action Circles containing equip-
ment or Victory Points. 
Current Value: The characteristic Value that reflects the charac-
ter’s current state of health, as shown by the Health Indicator. 
d10: An abbreviation for a 10-sided die. 
Death Match Game Mode: To win, all enemy characters must be 
eliminated. See page 14.
Deployment Roll: A die roll made by each player at the beginning 
of the game. The winner chooses his team’s Entry Point first.  
See page 11.
Dice Pool: A group of dice rolled simultaneously. 
Difficulty Levels: A game option that determines the number of 
Reinforcements that each player may bring into the game. See 
page 14. 
Difficulty Score: A number that must be equaled or beat in order 
to score a success on a die roll. 
Disposable: Equipment that can be given, dropped, or picked up. 
These tokens have a hashed border. See page 6.
Domination Game Mode: To win, four Objective Circles, scattered 
across the game board, must be controlled simultaneously. See 
page 15.
Duel: A challenge between two characters that uses a particular 
characteristic to decide the outcome. See page 13.
Entry Point: A circle where characters can come into play from 
off of the board. 
Equipment Token: Represents equipment that characters may use. 
Flag Token: Represents the flags used in the Domination and 
Capture the Flag Game Modes. 
Game Board: The map where the game take place. 
Game Mode: Determined at the beginning of the game, this de-
fines the victory conditions. See page 14.
Game Turn: A full Game Turn has taken place when all the 
characters from both teams have been activated.
Health Indicator Token: A token used on the Character Sheet to 
track the character’s health and indicate his characteristics’ 
Current Values. 
Heroes: The stars of your unit. 

Initiative Roll: A die roll made at the beginning of each Game 
Turn. The winner chooses who goes first that Turn. See page 11.
Main Objective: A mission (sporting a golden border) requiring 
two Skills to be completed.
Mental Characteristic: Determines the character’s intellect, 
willpower, and psychic aptitudes. 
Miniature: A game piece that represents a character. 
Modifier Circle: A circle containing green or red characteristic 
symbols that provide bonuses or penalties to the Current Values 
of a character on the circle. See page 9. 
Movement Characteristic: Determines the number of movement 
points that a character can use in a single Sequence. 
Movement Phase: A game phase where the character moves 
across the game board during his Sequence. See page 11.
Movement Points: A character spends these to move during his 
Movement Phase. A character’s movement points are normally 
equal to his Current Movement Value. See page 11.
Natural 1: Occurs when a 1 is rolled on a 10-sided die. Its value 
cannot be altered. See page 10.
Natural 10: Occurs when a 10 (or 0) is rolled on a 10-sided die. 
Its value cannot be altered. See page 10.
Objective Category: A grouping of Objectives that require the 
same primary Skill to be completed. See pages 7 and 20–21. 
Objective Circle: A game board circle reserved for Objective or 
Flag Tokens.
Pack: A set of equipment possessed by a character. A standard 
Pack is a grouping of equipment to be chosen as a unit. A custom 
Pack is a Pack customized by a player.
Path: A group of adjacent circles sharing a common color. See 
page 8.
Reinforcements: The number of Troopers that can be brought 
back into play to replace dead Troopers. See page 14.
Row: A horizontal group of characteristics on a character’s grid. 
Secondary Objective: A mission (sporting a silver border) requir-
ing one Skill to be completed. 
Sequence: Each character’s turn within the larger Game Turn;  
consists of two phases, Action and Movement. 
Setup Roll: A die roll made to determine the initial placement of 
Mission Objectives and Flag Tokens. See page 15.
Shock Roll: A Stamina dice roll that determines how many hits 
the victim of an attack cancels. See page 16.
Skill: A domain of knowledge and know-how possessed by a char-
acter. See page 20.
Slot: A space on the character sheet reserved for an Equipment 
Tokens being carried.
Special Object Token: Special Equipment belonging to a character. 
Stamina Characteristic: Determines a character’s resistance to 
pain and shock, and his resourcefulness when dodging.
Story Game Mode: To win, Mission Objectives must be completed. 
See page 14.
Tannhäuser: Game universe where, in 1949, World War I has still 
not ended.
Trooper: A standard footsoldier.
U-chronic: An alternate, time-tampered reality taking place in a 
parallel universe.
Value: A number that defines a characteristic.
Victory Point: A unit of account that can be redeemed in play for 
certain actions and bonuses (see page 19), and that, in Story 
Mode, determines the winner of the game (page 14). 
Victory Point Indicator Token: Tokens used to keep running 
totals of each player’s Victory Points. 
Weapon Type: A group of weapons with the same general game 
effects and usage. See page 22.



             

XII. SERVICE NOTES

BEGINNING A GAME

Chose the Difficulty Level.
Chose between the four Game Modes: Story, Death Match, Capture the Flag, and Domination.Make a Setup Roll for Story and Capture the Flag Modes.
Choose your characters and their starting Packs of equipment.
Make the Deployment Roll.
Begin the game! Each Game Turn begins with an Initiative Roll.

MOVEMENT 

A Pathfinding Path is a group of adjacent circles sharing a common color.A character sees all other characters on his Path, regardless of their position. A character can fire through any other char-acter in order to attack a target.
A character may only move onto an adjacent circle.
Moving on to each normal circle costs 1 movement point. At any time, a character’s Movement Phase may be interrupted in order to perform his Action Phase. After the Action Phase, the same character’s Movement Phase resumes.A character can pass through a circle occupied by an enemy character by making a Bull Rush (winning a Stamina Duel). 

1.
2.
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 DICE ROLLS

A dice pool is the group of dice thrown simultaneously to make a particular roll.

Each die that results in a number equal to or higher than the Difficulty Score counts as a success.

No penalty can be subtracted from a Natural 10.

No bonus can be added to a Natural 1.

COMBAT

For the Combat Roll, the Current Combat Value of the attacking character determines his dice pool, and the defender’s 

Current Combat Value indicates his Difficulty Score.

If the Combat Roll yields at least one success, the defender makes a Shock Roll.

For the Shock Roll, the defender’s Current Stamina Value determines his dice pool, and the Current Combat Value of the  

attacker indicates the defender’s Difficulty Score.

Each success on the Shock Roll cancels one Combat Roll success.

Each Combat Roll success that was not canceled causes a wound.

For each wound, the Health Indicator Token on the victim’s Character Sheet is moved down a row. A character that loses his 

last row of health dies, and his miniature is taken off of the game board.

•
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VICTORY POINTS 

Victory Points (VPs) do not belong to a single character. Instead, they are commonly shared among the unit.During a Sequence, a Hero can spend up to 2 VPs, while a Trooper may only spend 1.A character may spend VPs to temporarily increase his Current Movement Value by 1 for each VP spent. After an enemy attack, if your character is still alive, he can make a Counterattack by spending 1 VP.The player who rolled the lowest result on Initiative Roll may re-roll his Initiative Roll by spending 1 VP.After making a Shock Roll, if the character is still alive, he may spend VPs to cancel 1 wound for each VP spent.During Story Mode play, a Trooper or Hero can buy a Skill that he doesn’t possess and that is necessary to complete a Secondary Objec-tive by spending 1 VP. A Trooper or Hero can also buy one of the two Skills required to complete a Main Objective for 2 VPs.Eliminating all enemy Heroes awards you with 2 VPs, and eliminating 2 enemy Troopers (whether Reinforcements or starting charac-ters) awards you with 1 VP. Both are earned immediately.

Have a nice game!

Tannhäuser is a game by Take On You Ltd.
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